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Over the past five years, Siemens PLM
Software has brought together a marketleading portfolio for simulation and test,
including 3D simulation and computer-aided
engineering (CAE), 1D simulation and
behavioral modeling, and testing solutions.
With the recent acquisition of CD-adapco,
this also now includes world-class solutions
for computational fluid design (CFD) and
design space exploration. With the
introduction of the Simcenter™ portfolio,
we are confirming our strategy and
commitment to further step up our
simulation and test solutions to enable our
customers with what we call predictive
engineering analytics.

encourage you to read the in-depth feature
articles about the Simcenter portfolio on
pages 6 and 29.

Predictive engineering analytics lets users
accurately model and predict product
performance across a range of engineering
disciplines, mechanical and controls,
throughout all product development stages
– from product concept to release and
usage. By creating a digital twin, users can
verify and validate product performance
throughout the lifecycle. Linking this to
powerful data analysis opens a world of
possibilities for data analytics across
engineering disciplines, including usage
data, enabling design space exploration and
product design optimization – all in the
shortest development cycles possible. We

Acting globally is the norm amongst the
world’s players with companies like
Dongfeng Nissan and 3M India fully
embracing localized development. Both of
their stories reflect how the global
automotive industry has changed over the
years. In additional stories, you will discover
how various applications in our Simcenter
portfolio help automotive customers like
American Axle, Brembo, Bosch, Renault,
Kawasaki, Studio Tecnico Zocca and Mazda
create better products that meet everexacting customer requirements. We hope
you enjoy reading our first issue of
Simcenter News. n

Addressing the innovation challenges of our
automotive customers inspires us at Siemens
PLM Software to push forward with new
capabilities in simulation and cutting-edge
solutions for physical testing, which remains
essential for the accuracy of the entire
process. There are two excellent stories
about how companies like Daimler, which
standardizes part of its durability process on
LMS™ solutions, and Toyota Motor Sports,
using CFD software from CD-adapco, balance
their simulation and testing processes.
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Breaking the
innovation barrier
The classic endurance race 24 Hours of
Le Mans has been run since 1923 on
the Circuit de la Sarthe in France.
Winning this one involves finding the
right balance between speed and, not
surprisingly, resource management,
specifically fuel, tires and brakes. And
Le Mans is especially known for its
heavy braking with razor-sharp turns
and its famous Mulsanne straight,
which is actually the D338, a local road
open to the public for the rest of the
year.
Brembo, a world leader and pioneer in
braking systems, supplied 52 out of
the 60 race cars that started at the
84th edition of Le Mans 2016. Brembo
technicians not only focused on the
lightness of the braking systems, but
also on the reliability of the Brembo
brake pads, which were designed to
last for the entire 24 hours.

And speaking of Le Mans, make sure
to check out the excellent article about
how the Japanese specialists at Toyota
Motor Racing are using cutting-edge
CFD technology in their simulation and
testing process to make the bestpossible cars for one of the world’s
greatest endurance races.
ä Brembo page 20
ä Toyota Motor Sports page 24
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Toyota Motor Corporation

This is even more impressive when you
hear about design and development
barriers that have been broken by
engineers at the Brembo Advanced
Research and Development (R&D)
department in Bergamo, Italy to come
up with the latest innovative solutions,
like the third-generation brake-by-wire
technology.
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Simcenter
The new era of engineering
Have you ever taken the time to reflect on how much the
world has changed over the last decade? How information
technology has once more taken flight and holds a central
position in about everything we do wherever we are. We
have become smartphone addicts who rely on apps to find
our way around, make social contacts, manage our
agendas, track our activities, control devices and much
more. Huge amounts of data are collected and sent to the
cloud, where they are analyzed so that applications can
learn who we are and personalize our services and
customer experiences. Let’s face it: We have gotten used to
software helping us with our daily activities, and even
anticipating what we want to do.
This evolution has changed our expectations as customers,
especially for the digital natives among us who have grown
up with all this technology. Our preference increasingly
goes to products that include built-in intelligence. Our
phones are a good example. We can allow autonomous
functionality to an extent that is possible or desirable or let
the phone communicate within its environment, and
receive updates that keep the behavior optimal over an
entire lifecycle.
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At the same time, the pressure on the environment persists.
Concerns such as global warming and the scarceness of
fossil fuels are forcing manufacturers to develop products
with low environmental impact. They need to look into
technologies, like alternative power sources, electronic
systems that optimize energy efficiency, and new
lightweight materials that require new and less familiar
manufacturing methods. While doing so, they have to
make sure that traditional product expectations, such as
design, ease-of-use, comfort and durability, remain
untouched.
One thing hasn’t changed however: time and cost are still
essential elements in the industrial rat race. Whether in
automotive and transportation, aerospace and defense,
industrial machinery or other mechanical industries, all
manufacturers have to introduce and manage an exploding
amount of software, electronics and controls as well as
other innovations in their product development process
while working against the clock and within budget.
Succeeding at this will be the only way to survive in a
global business environment.
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This new reality puts product development processes under
pressure. The traditional verification and validation
approach that delivers product generations and incremental
improvements is becoming outdated by the minute. Today,
the inherent product complexity requires a much more
effective balancing of functional performance aspects
earlier in the design process as well as continuity between
the various product lifecycle phases. Besides development,
this includes manufacturing and actual real-life use. A
modern development process should also feature maximum
flexibility for product diversification according to local
market needs, as well as allowing engineers around the
globe to collaborate better no matter which role they play.
A major key to success will be predicting real product
behavior during all phases of the product lifecycle. Accurate
simulation needs to take a more prominent role. This
requires manufacturers to deploy a new set of tools as well
as processes. Of course, one of the main tools will continue
to be CAE software that can handle multiple physical
aspects simultaneously. But it’s also crucial to closely align
various 1D and 3D simulation technologies and dedicated
physical testing activities to define boundary conditions
and increase modeling realism.
The ultimate goal should be to create a so-called digital
twin, a simulated replica that remains in-sync with the
actual product throughout the later lifecycle stages.
This is the goal of predictive engineering analytics: a new
approach to systems-driven product development. It
combines the application of multidisciplinary simulation
and physical testing with intelligent reporting and data
analytics. Predictive engineering analytics removes the
boundaries between various development stakeholders by
integrating technologies in a managed context, such as 1D
simulation, 3D CAE including computational solid
mechanics (CSM), finite element analysis (FEA), CFD and
multibody dynamics, controls, physical testing,
visualization, multidisciplinary design exploration and data
analytics. Manufacturers who implement a predictive
engineering analytics strategy can deliver innovation for
complex products faster and with greater confidence.
In June 2016, Siemens PLM Software put a name on this
predictive engineering analytics vision for product design
and engineering: Simcenter.

This new solutions portfolio bundles decades of experience
by including well-known software products such as
LMS Test.Lab™ software, LMS Imagine.Lab™ software,
NX™ Nastran® software, Femap™ software, Star-CCM+®
software, HEEDS™ software and more. Within the
Simcenter portfolio, a new product called Simcenter 3D was
launched in August 2016. It will be the combined successor
of NX CAE, LMS Virtual.Lab™ software and LMS Samtech™
software.
With new technologies and methods for 3D CAE, Simcenter
allows simulation to take part in proactive decision-making
during product development. When it is combined with
various 1D co-simulation capabilities and a strong link to
physical testing, Simcenter 3D will dramatically increase
modeling realism, accuracy and simulation speed.
Thanks to a strong underlying data management system
powered by Teamcenter® software that spans the entire
product lifecycle, using Simcenter connects product design
and product use. In addition to that, Siemens PLM Software
employs engineering specialists. With process and domainspecific expertise, this team offers scalable assistance for
software use, application projects and development process
improvements on a global scale. They can help
manufacturers successfully deploy a tailored predictive
engineering analytics solution across the organization.
With Simcenter, manufacturers efficiently make the bestpossible architectural choices and determine the right
balance of functional performance requirements during the
early design stages. Using Simcenter enables you to
combine mechanical systems with electronics and controls
in model-in-the-loop (MiL), software-in-the-loop (SiL) and
hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulations. All multidisciplinary
component and full assembly models can gradually be
refined as data becomes available until they consist of the
highest possible detail. The Simcenter process helps
engineers build a successful digital twin that will sync with
the product throughout its lifecycle.
Launching Simcenter is a major milestone for everyone
at Siemens PLM Software, and we hope it provides just a
taste of what the future will bring in the new era of
engineering. n
ä siemens.com/plm/simcenter
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Final days of the test track?
About a decade ago, durability testing was mostly conducted on the test track. Today, with the arrival of digital
twins and cutting-edge simulation technology, the old
school way of testing is bound to disappear. Or is it?
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Daimler AG
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According to Bruno Seufert of Daimler AG, not really.
Seufert, who is responsible for chassis durability and load
data collection and calculation for the vehicle at Daimler,
estimates that 65 percent of vehicle validation still occurs
using testing hardware, mostly on test benches and
sometimes on test tracks, and 35 percent is completed
digitally. And he sees the trend reaching 50 percent
simulation and 50 percent testing by 2020.
Seufert should know. He leads a team of 50 engineers who
work on chassis durability and vehicle load collection. He
and his team know how to design quality vehicles that are
built to last and they know they need testing to do this.
Durability and the brand DNA
Ask anyone who owns a Mercedes-Benz® about their choice
and one of the key purchase drivers you will hear is its
durable quality. Owners know that a Mercedes-Benz can
run for miles and miles and even decades. It is part of the
brand DNA and has been for ages. So, understandably,
durability plays a very important role at Daimler and it is a
trait the company feels strongly about retaining.

“Our customers don’t want to have something rattling on a
car with merely 50,000 kilometers on the odometer
because of a worn-out ball joint or a bushing that is no
longer doing its job,” says Seufert. “Durability plays a big
role in these types of quality issues. Not surprisingly,
durability can influence the product costs quite a bit.
Suppose you needed to strengthen a component with a
special heat treatment to improve durability. This costs time
and money. And this is why we need to make sure that we
design right the first time in regards to durability.”
Daimler’s design-right roadmap
Daimler’s roadmap for the future of durability focuses on
doing as much computer-aided engineering (CAE) as
possible without doing parallel tests or measurements. The
idea is to do the tests and measurements at the right time
on a very high level.
“We made a decision 10 to 15 years ago to standardize our
durability process,” says Seufert. “We didn’t want to have
different technical solutions on every site. We wanted to
have solutions that would be global. When our test
9
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engineers evaluate a time history
signal, they do it with the same tool.
No matter if they are a test bench
engineer, a measurement engineer, a
multi-body simulation engineer or a
finite element engineer, they are all
using LMS Tecware for the time history
and frequency phases. They are all
using the same tools, like LMS Virtual.
Lab Motion for CAE-based durability
road loads calculation. They all use
the same data formats and process
management tools. The LMS solutions
help it all fit together. It really
pays off.”
Ten or 20 years ago, Daimler worked
vehicle by vehicle when it came to
chassis durability. Now the company
creates families of vehicles or vehicle
platforms, if you will. There is a lot
more complexity to manage.

“When we are developing a new or
updated platform, we sort out the
decisive durability factors using
calculations,” explains Seufert. ”It is
really a survival strategy in our
competitive market today. We calculate
and sort out the best possible
component simulations. If they are of
a high enough maturity, the
components will be built and tested.”
The new world of
durability engineering
This methodology is a radical change
in durability engineering that has
developed the past 10 years and
matured the past three years. In the
past, Daimler, like many other
automotive manufacturers, relied on
prototype vehicles in the early
development phases. Now, the work is
mostly done digitally.

»We still want to reduce the number
of prototypes and time is still a huge
factor in the testing process.«
Bruno Seufert,
Senior Manager, Chassis Durability and Vehicle Load Data, Daimler AG
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Seufert notes, “It is a more focused
way of working. We model all different
types of vehicles and then we drive
them digitally through our digital test
programs and we analyze the damage
content of the loads and forces that
we see and then we select the critical
ones that need more analysis work.”
“We do the critical work concerning
loads much earlier in the development
process. Up to two years earlier! With
our new development architecture,
integrating LMS Virtual.Lab Motion
software, we can tell which spot in the
structure gets a certain type of load.“
The end of the
measurement campaign?
That being said, Daimler still does
measurement campaigns on-site. Cars
are hooked up to 200 or so sensors
and driven for hours to evaluate the
collected digital data statistically. In a
way, it is a crosscheck, but these ideas
are taken directly from the LMS
solution: Customer correlation (CuCo)
method. Developed over two decades
ago, CuCo originated from a long-term
partnership with experts from
Germany’s leading automotive
manufacturers, including Daimler. For
years, durability departments in many
of the leading original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) companies used
this durability methodology and its
data for load acquisition.

Daimler AG
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“We can still get very valuable
information from LMS CuCo,” explains
Seufert. “We still use the CuCo
database in combination with our own
signal measurements and digital road
classification. We mix road types to
create different customers in the
computer statistically. What we try to
find is the most severe customer
scenario, that one percent that
represents the driving extreme.”
Digital twins in durability
In the past, Daimler, like many
automotive manufacturers, took
predecessor data from a test database.
In simple terms, the engineers
determined that the new car looked
similar to an existing vehicle, and used

the data from the older model. It
usually was close enough, but if there
was a new design element like a
different axle, there would be missing
data. “When this happened, we would
have to run physical tests,” says
Seufert. “With our new digital system,
we can digitally create the data that is
missing to precisely match the new
architecture. This is a great
advantage.” Daimler is working toward
having digital twins of all its models
and designs. Having these types of
accurate simulations provides a clear
transition from the digital to the
physical world.
“Quite often, it is not possible that the
last vehicle we calculated can be

measured accurately,” notes Seufert.
“For example, we get the actual
physical prototype, perhaps for 10
weeks. So the pressure still remains on
the measurement campaign. Even
though you have a digital twin, it
doesn’t necessarily mean that the
measurement team is home free.”
The durability challenges
Even if Daimler is performing its
durability work digitally, the prototype
still plays a role in the process. When
the engineers receive the prototype
vehicle, they perform a measurement
campaign, combining up to five
different measurements at one time.
This data is then fed to all test rigs and
suppliers to prepare the final release.

With Daimler’s new development architecture, which integrates LMS Virtual.Lab Motion, the engineers
who work on chassis development can tell which spot in the structure gets a certain type of load.
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»Even though you have a digital twin,
it doesn’t necessarily mean that the
measurement team is home free.«

Simulation and testing in the overall
development process by 2020

Bruno Seufert

65%

35%

Hardware

Digital

2015
“We still want to reduce the number of
prototypes and time is still a huge
factor in the testing process,” says
Seufert. “That being said, we have
eliminated a phase when it comes to
collecting loads. Usually we don’t
measure the mule phase any more.
The mule phase looks like the old
vehicle but has the next-generation
technology underneath. We only
measure this stage if the degree of
innovation is very high. Otherwise, it
is CAE simulation only.”
The future of testing
In an ideal world, you would sign off
on the digital twin, but it is far from
this process at the moment. It still
requires at least a final test for
production release. “Some properties
within chassis durability are really far
away from pure simulation,” says
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Seufert. “Think about rubber and its
natural properties. Or all the terrible
things everyday people do to cars –
scraping the chassis over curbs and
speed bumps, splashing through huge
muddy potholes. These things aren’t
covered in the CAE world yet. Whether
it is confirming the accuracy of a
simulated component on the test
bench or accounting for misuse events
on the test track, I can’t see how these
critical final testing steps can be
eliminated. It is just necessary. Ideally
everything can be cut until those final
steps. The final safety test we cannot
cut. It gives the unpredictable a
chance to occur. We are looking for the
unknown.” The verdict in the end? It
seems that the test track and the test
bench are here to stay – even if the
process of using digital twins is
catching up. n

50%

50%

Hardware

Digital

2020

Source: Daimler AG

Siemens PLM - Image source Shutterstock
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Design innovative and efficient
products faster than ever before
Now part of the Simcenter portfolio, the LMS Imagine.Lab platform
and its supporting software is more than ready to help customers
reach their innovation and sustainability goals.

The latest release of LMS Imagine.Lab
15 has been developed and tailored to
address real engineering needs. This
new release provides a fully intuitive
environment with a new range of
features, significantly improving the
use for both experts and nonexperts
throughout the design cycle.
Pressured by environmental
regulations, market requirements and
economic constraints, engineering
departments are pushed to implement
collaborative methods to develop
products faster, better and with
higher quality. LMS Imagine.Lab 15
enables a more efficient simulation
workflow, embedding powerful
modeling and analysis tools, as well as
innovation-enabling solutions. A set
of enhanced attributes strengthens

LMS Imagine.Lab 15 interoperability
with functional mockup interface
(FMI) 2.0 and Modelica® objectoriented modeling language, ensuring
a better graphical user interface (GUI)
workflow and real-time simulation.
Like other versions, LMS Imagine.Lab
15 can be used in conjunction with
other software for co-simulation,
reinforcing complex model simulation
as well as providing enhanced
functional performance of your
systems. These enhanced attributes
make it possible to design products
right the first time and meet the
innovative expectations not only of
the automotive industry, but also a
variety of industries, including
aerospace, heavy equipment and
mechanical industries.

Using LMS Imagine.Lab provides you
with the tools to manage the
complexity of architecture-based
configuration as well as structure,
secure and capitalize on the work of
your simulation engineers, enabling
you to deal with a highly complex
engineering organization, boost
streamlined collaborative work and
ensure smooth implementation of the
model-based sytems based (MBSE)
approach. LMS Imagine.Lab 15
provides you with new ways to
improve both sketch readability and
time spent on sketch building thanks
to on-the-fly alignment of
components, automatic completion of
expression fields, common submodel
settings for components and model
upgrades with a dedicated assistant. n

ä siemens.com/plm/lms-imagine-lab
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Higher quality means better
customer satisfaction
American Axle & Manufacturing opts for NX CAE,
NX Nastran and LMS Test.Lab as tools of choice
for driveline NVH simulation and test correlation.

AAM is a leader in driveline and drivetrain systems and
related components for light trucks, sport utility vehicles
(SUVs), passenger cars, crossover and commercial vehicles.
With over 100 customers worldwide, AAM attributes its
success to its ability to provide exceptional value with an
intense focus on quality, warranty, reliability, delivery and
launch support.
Delivering power anonymously
“The goal of AAM is to deliver power anonymously,” says
Glen Steyer, executive director of product engineering.
What this means is that a driver cannot perceive how power
is transmitted from the engine to the wheels, so they
cannot hear or feel vibrations from the driveline. For an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM), a quiet, vibrationfree driveline is an attribute that can be tied directly to
higher quality rankings and better customer satisfaction.
To facilitate meeting strict, industry-leading standards,
AAM utilizes a combination of simulation and physical
testing for its axles and drivelines.
“We heavily rely on upfront finite element computer
simulation of the product performance and noise and
vibration characteristics,” says Steyer. AAM uses Siemens
PLM Software’s NX for CAE; NX Nastran for noise, vibration
and harshness (NVH) finite element (FE) simulation; and
LMS Test.Lab software for data acquisition, physical testing
and test-based engineering.
Selecting NX CAE
Several years ago, AAM recognized it would need to
migrate to a new CAE tool because its legacy simulation
system was being phased out. “We wondered what we
should do because we were so successful with our legacy
software,” states Zhaohui Sun, senior manager for NVH
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engineering. “Moreover, we understood this may be a great
opportunity to evolve and expand our capabilities.”
To determine AAM’s next steps, Sun’s team needed to
define the requirements it would need for its nextgeneration simulation software, including capabilities that
the team members liked and wanted to retain in the new
simulation tool. The engineers also considered new
capabilities that they would like to have in their future
software.
AAM considered a few commercial FE simulation tools, and
made a matrix to compare each against its requirements. In
the end, NX CAE stood out as the only tool that met or
exceeded its requirements. Among the reasons Sun states
for choosing NX CAE as AAM’s tool of choice for driveline
NVH simulation are its strong, efficient manual and
automatic meshing capabilities, integrated modal response
simulation module, and facilitation of modeling automation
and batch runs. AAM also recognized the value of using the
NX Nastran solver, which has been a standard in NVH
analysis in automotive companies for decades. NX Nastran
is integrated with NX CAE, and the solver is widely
recognized by NVH engineers around the world.
Shrinking CAE process time
Since AAM also uses NX CAD for design, Sun’s team
recognized the benefits of using NX CAE to speed CAE
process time. Since NX CAE is based on the same platform
as NX CAD, it allows the seamless transfer of CAD data to
the simulation team without translation errors. Once the
data is in the NX CAE environment, AAM’s engineers can
create geometry-based FE models that can be automatically
updated when the CAD design changes. This means AAM
can achieve more rapid design-to-analysis iterations.

AAM
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Correlating analysis with testing
The beauty of simulation is that it helps engineers predict
product performance before any metal is ever cut, thus
reducing the time and cost of physical prototypes. But
simulation is worthless if it cannot be used to accurately
predict product performance in the real world. To enable
AAM’s NVH simulations to effectively predict performance,
the NVH engineering team correlates its analysis models
with physical test results from their state-of-the-art testing
facility.

AAM

“Since we began using NX CAE, we are able to go from CAD
design to the FE model to simulation results all within a
day,” says Alex Sandstrom, lead NVH analytical engineer.
Sun adds that the goal for the NVH team is to shrink
simulation process time even further. The target: half a day.
“We believe this is achievable with NX CAE,” Sun says. The
team cites the journaling, automation and batch meshing
process capabilities of NX CAE as additional advantages it
can leverage to achieve this aggressive goal.

Finite element model created in Simcenter 3D.

AAM

AAM’s engineers generate correlated CAE results through an
iterative loop between NX CAE and LMS Test.Lab. First they
construct and solve the FE model using NX CAE. They also
use a specialized NX CAE module called NX Response
Simulation to interactively investigate dynamic behavior. The
curves generated from this module can then be easily passed
to LMS Test.Lab for comparison and correlation to physical
test data. Using the correlation data, the engineering team is
then able to perform design studies to get its analysis models
to match physical test behavior so they can be applied to
accurate simulations of future designs. n
Dynamics analysis results on the drive shaft.
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Dongfeng Nissan takes
Chinese automotive
engineering to the next level

A top player in China
Nissan is a company that knows what
customers want. Part of its success is due to
the fact that the company customizes locally
and creates alliances with other automotive
powerhouses. Probably the best known is
the Renault-Nissan alliance with its
outspoken chairman Carlos Ghosn. But
Renault-Nissan isn’t the only alliance that is
making headlines: the group’s joint venture,
the Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle
Company (Dongfeng Nissan), is beginning
to replicate the same magic in the Chinese
market, especially in the sport utility vehicle
(SUV) and crossover vehicle (CUV) market
segments.
In fact, SUVs are where all the growth is
happening in the Chinese automotive
market. SUV sales started growing faster
than sedan sales in 2010. The trend
continues: about 29 percent of all passenger
vehicles sold in 2015 were SUVs. It’s good
news for the major global car companies
that have been selling SUVs to affluent
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Dongfeng Nissan

SUVs are where all the growth is happening
in the Chinese automotive market. SUV sales started
growing faster than sedan sales in 2010. The trend
continues: about 29 percent of all passenger vehicles
sold in 2015 were SUVs.

households in China and elsewhere for
years. The German-influenced Shanghai
Volkswagen Tiguan remains the second
best-selling SUV on the Chinese market
today. But what is surprising is that
homegrown Chinese models and domestic
automotive brands are starting to dominate
this market with eight SUVs in the top 10.
This is truly something new in the Chinese
automotive business.
The Dongfeng Nissan X-Trail was one of the
first vehicles built on the modular RenaultNissan platform in China, making the most
of this global giant’s efficiency in
engineering. In addition, the Dongfeng
Nissan X-Trail is loaded with advanced
features that Chinese consumers adore,
including active ride control, active engine
braking, and active trace control to help
deliver quality and comfort for the driver
and passengers. The Chinese version was so
successful that the company saw a need for
more customization, and sought assistance
from the Dongfeng Nissan technical center.
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Creating a homegrown brand
Engineering and customized tailoring for
ride and handling (R&H) and other quality
comfort issues happens at the Dongfeng
Nissan technical center, the largest
passenger vehicle technical center in
southern China. Working with leading
suppliers and other Nissan research and
development centers around the world, the
Dongfeng Nissan technical center
continuously provides technology and
vehicles that are up-to-date, reliable and a
pleasure to drive for the Chinese consumer.
With a focus on being ahead of the game,
Dongfeng Nissan came up with the idea for
a homegrown Chinese car brand in 2010
with the launch of the Venucia brand.
Today, the Venucia brand family offers a full
lineup of popular vehicles ranging from the
Venucia e30, similar to a Nissan LEAF™, to
the recently launched Venucia T90. Unveiled
at the Beijing Auto Show in April 2016, the
Venucia T90 is set to be the new flagship
with its sporting coupe-SUV shape
reminiscent of the BMW X6.
“We hope Venucia can become the most
popular Chinese brand, and we will
continuously create a better quality car for
our customers,” says Wu Zhaoming, driving
dynamics and simulation analysis engineer
at the Dongfeng Nissan technical center.
“The Chinese automotive industry develops
very fast, and there is rapid growth in
homegrown brands, like the Venucia,” Wu
explains. “Because the Venucia family is
engineered and developed here in
Guangzhou, we can move very quickly when
it comes to research and development. We
can make improvements fast.
“We need to maintain a competitive
advantage in this market, and develop more
competitive and appealing cars with every
new Venucia. This is our challenge every
day.”
The challenge of driving dynamics
Wu Zhaoming and his team at Dongfeng
Nissan have opted to focus on driving
dynamics improvements, including speeding
up performance analysis and improving
model and calculation accuracy.
“Before, all our brands were developed in
Japan,” says Wu. “A few years ago, we
decided to develop our own Chinese brand,

Venucia, dedicated to the Chinese market.
We needed to bring our CAE technology up
to speed during the development phase. We
selected LMS Engineering services to help
us ramp up our simulation capability quickly
by implementing LMS solutions for driving
dynamics. At Dongfeng Nissan, we work
with excellent suppliers like the LMS
Engineering team so that we can get the
best technology and performance in the
next generation of our car models.”

The homegrown Venucia brand
tailors vehicle quality and
comfort aspects to Chinese
consumer preferences.

Updated full vehicle process
A recent full vehicle project at the
technology center was based on the popular
Nissan Qashqai. The team at Dongfeng
Nissan used LMS Virtual.Lab Motion™
software to simulate ride and handling
stability. They performed a fatigue analysis
using LMS Virtual.Lab Durability software
and the time waveform replication (TWR)
technology of LMS Virtual.Lab Motion TWR.
LMS Tecware software was used for the time
domain and frequency domain test data
process.
Other Chinese teams looked at the engine
mount using co-simulation between
LMS Imagine.Lab software and
LMS Virtual.Lab software and examined
NVH issues using the LMS Virtual.Lab NVH
solutions, including LMS Virtual.Lab
Acoustics software for NVH analysis. “Our
target is to make the new Venucia vehicles
better than the originals, performancewise,” adds Wu. “To do this, our team
focused on driving dynamics.”
Quality driving dynamics
Driving dynamics is one of the primary ways
to define the quality of a car. While
developing a vehicle, engineers must
carefully balance conflicting performance
characteristics. A large variety of passenger
comfort and vehicle handling factors have
to be considered, such as drivability,
stability, agility and control. But at the same
time, those factors must be combined with
achieving a high level of ride comfort and
low road noise levels. On top of that, the
increasing integration of active control
systems adds even more complexity to this
challenging task.
The LMS Engineering team helped Dongfeng
Nissan integrate an advanced driving
dynamics solution. It was critical that
vehicle handling, durability and NVH were
handled in parallel from concept to vehicle
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»We needed to bring our CAE technology up to
speed during the development phase. We selected
LMS Engineering services to help us ramp up our
simulation capability quickly by implementing
LMS solutions for driving dynamics.«
Wu Zhaoming

Driving Dynamics and Simulation Analysis Engineer
Technical Center, Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle Company

Dongfeng Nissan

Top ten May 2016 ranking
Total car units sold

150,275
342,640
Consolidated #6-10
(Changan, SAIC-GM-Wuling,
Great Wall, FAW-Toyota,
GAC-Honda)

FAW/Volkswagen

149,403
SAIC-Volkswagen

141,169
90,630

SAIC-GM

Dongfeng-Nissan

100,328
Beijing-Hyundai

Source: China Auto Web/China Passanger Car Association (CPCA)
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The team at Dongfeng Nissan used the LMS Virtual.Lab Motion driving dynamics solution to perform full-vehicle ride and comfort analysis.

refinement. Together, they frontloaded
design decisions relating to suspension
and chassis engineering that would
affect the ride and handling and
balanced the various attributes.
Moreover, they created a scalable
vehicle handling platform to simulate
components, actuators and the vehicle
itself from functional models to
detailed multi-body models.
“We addressed many problems with
the LMS driving dynamics solution. In
just four years, our driving dynamics
experience grew from zero into a very
competitive simulation solution using
the multibody modeling software
LMS Virtual.Lab Motion and the
LMS driving dynamics methodology,”
says Wu.
To tailor and improve ride and
handling of the new Venucia model to
the needs of the Chinese market, the
team started by testing and benchmarking the original vehicle, the
Nissan Qashqai. The tests included
full-vehicle, road-based ride and
handling testing as well as independent chassis testing. From this
information, the team set its
improvement targets.
From there, the team started to model
the vehicle in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion,
creating a front and rear suspension
with certain flexible parts as well as a
full vehicle model for comfort. After
evaluating the parameters, the team

used the LMS Virtual.Lab Motion
driving dynamics solution to perform a
full vehicle ride and comfort analysis.
This multibody analysis was enhanced
and validated by correlating simulation
and test results. From this analysis, the
engineers could fine-tune the
suspension to meet the performance
requirements. Overall, with these
steps, Wu and his team improved ride
and handling performance of the new
Venucia model via simulation.
“We were able to improve the
suspension, handling, comfort and
safety of the whole vehicle using LMS
simulation solutions for driving
dynamics,” adds Wu. “Today, we can
perform a top-quality driving dynamic
simulation by ourselves in the early
phase of digital development, and
compare the analysis with our test
results.
“The success and dedication of LMS
Engineering helped us improve our
technical ability,” Wu adds. “This is
not possible with other software
suppliers. LMS solutions are fully
integrated in our process from product
market positioning to performance
target setting and test validation.
“With this, we can develop excellence
in driving dynamic performance and
create even better new products for
our customers, like the new Venucia
T90 and other exciting new Venucia
models in the future.” n

Car Sales in China in May 2016

1,731,000
in May 2016

8,900,000
units sold to date (January - May 2016)

A Increase in car sales compared to May 2015
B Increase in car sales since January 2016
16%

13.6%

9.6%

A

B

Source: China Auto Web/China Passanger Car Association (CPCA)
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Brake-by-wire

Brembo

World leader Brembo breaks the innovation
barrier with LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim
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Over the last century, braking systems have progressed through
technical innovations and uninterrupted research aimed at
improving vehicle safety and comfort. Compared to traditional
braking systems using hydraulic pressure to slow or stop the vehicle,
a more efficient and simplified brake-by-wire technology based on
the electronic power transfer has recently emerged.

Brake-by-wire technology was
originally developed for the aerospace
industry, in which electronics systems
were implemented to replace bulky
mechanical systems. Automotive
engineers followed the trend: with
brake-by-wire technology, small
computer chips control the braking
system and enable faster reactions and
better security. Moreover, the
technology requires less physical
space, and advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS) can be easily
integrated.
As a world leader and recognized
pioneer in the production of braking
systems, Brembo started working on
its first-generation of brake-by-wire
technology in 2001. In 2012, the

company launched a new project
aimed at developing the third
generation of its brake-by-wire
technology. The latest architecture
includes electrohydraulic actuators to
activate front-brake calipers, and
electromechanical actuators to
activate rear-brake calipers. When the
brake pedal is pressed, the vehicle
control unit receives information and
sends a series of electric signals
through the entire braking system.
Various sensors determine necessary
braking force and the brake motors
apply the correct amount of pressure
on the rear wheels. One of the
technical challenges is to design
actuators that can be integrated into
the 12-volt power network of
conventional vehicles.

The use of LMS Amesim helps Brembo specify
actuator components, such as an electric
motor, power electronics, mechanical parts,
sensors and ECU control strategies.
21
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Vehicle control unit

VCU

Active pedal simulator
Hydraulic caliper
VCU
BCU

BC

U

BC

U

Electromechanical smart caliper+ EBP

BCU

Electrohydraulic smart actuator
Hydraulic line
Electric signal

Source: Brembo

The latest architecture developed by Brembo includes electrohydraulic actuators to activate
front-brake calipers, and electromechanical actuators to activate rear-brake calipers.

Designing brake-by-wire actuators
To offer robust brake-by-wire systems
for conventional and electric premium
segment cars, Brembo applies a MBSE
approach from functional
requirements to component
specifications.
To design brake-by-wire actuators that
ensure impeccable comfort and fulfill
the driver’s request under various
driving conditions, Brembo uses
LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim™ software
from product lifecycle management
(PLM) specialist Siemens PLM
Software. In the preliminary design
phase supported with Brembo’s inhouse tool, engineers first determine
the actuator power, taking into
account the desired response time and
the constraints related to the
dimensions and caliper stiffness. Then
the engineers use LMS Amesim to go
into details and specify actuator
components, such as an electric

Using LMS Amesim, Brembo engineers study
actuators’ dynamic responses, motor heating
and battery current consumption, taking into
account road mission profiles.
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motor, power electronics, mechanical
parts, sensors and electronic control
unit (ECU) control strategies. With LMS
Amesim, they study dynamic
responses, motor heating and battery
current consumption of electrohydraulic and electromechanical
actuators, taking into account the road
mission profiles.
In order to check the robustness of the
design at early development stages,
Brembo specialists use the design
exploration tool of LMS Amesim for
statistical analysis to study the
variation of actuator component
parameters that may occur in the
production process.
“We take advantage of a powerful
solver and the easy-to-use graphical
user interface of LMS Amesim,” says
Giulio Calamai, a simulation engineer
in the Advanced Research and
Development (R&D) Department at
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Sports car

F1 single-seater

The brake disc

cast iron disc

carbon disc

15 kg

1-1.2 kg

Brembo

Duration of disc
100,000km

Brembo is a world leader in the design,
development and production of braking
systems and components for cars, motorbikes,
industrial vehicles and machinery.

800km

Temperature (use range)
350 - 1000°C
50 - 500°C

Production time
24 hours

Brembo. “The software comes with
model customization capabilities that
enable us to develop internal knowhow on critical components, and with
plotting functionalities that help us
easily share simulation results among
the company. Also, ready-to-use
mechanical, electromechanical,
hydraulic, electrical, thermal and
controls components are of great help
to ensure the high performance of our
products.
“Since brake-by-wire technology
requires sophisticated control
strategies, a big step forward was the
integration of the controls model and
multi-domain component models in a
single simulation environment,”
Calamai explains. “In addition, blackbox capabilities of LMS Amesim allow
Brembo to share simulation models in
a secure manner with our customers,
who analyze our products’ behavior
once integrated into the vehicle.”
Continuity in the design process
“We are convinced that the MBSE
approach provides great improvement
in the development process of
complex systems by ensuring

continuity between requirements
design, interface definition,
performance analysis, component
design and specification,” says Fabio
Carbone, a simulation engineer in the
Advanced Research and Development
Department at Brembo. “In this
scenario, LMS Amesim plays an
important role at the predesign stages
when we perform virtual component
design, as well as at virtual system
verification phases when we put
together multi-domain components
and systems.”
“LMS Amesim helps us cut our
development cycle by allowing
complete dimensioning of our
actuators without physical prototypes,”
says Carbone.

5-6 months

The brake pads

organic material
800g

carbon
200g

Duration of the brake pads
50,000km		
800km

Max. temperature during braking

“Not only does Siemens PLM Software
provide a high-performance simulation
tool, but BSim Engineering, our
partner in Italy, also offers us premium
services by guiding Brembo at early
stages of our complex development
projects when it comes to the model
optimization or component
customization.” n

1000°C
350°C

Friction coefficient
between disc and pads
0.4

0.7-0.9

Source: Brembo
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A battle against time
The Motor Sports Unit Development Division (MSUDD) of Toyota Motor
Corporation has been using STAR-CD® software and STAR-CCM+® software
for many years to develop race vehicles in a variety of top motor sport
categories. The division conducts R&D on race cars every day at the company’s
Higashi-Fuji Technical Center, located at the foot of Mt. Fuji.

One of the roles of the MSUDD is to develop vehicles for the
FIA World Endurance Championship, which includes the 24
Heures Du Mans. It also conducts R&D on engines and cars
for domestic (Japanese) race series such as the SuperFormula and Super-GT series. MSUDD managers, Yuichiro
Kato and Teppei Hojo, consider CAE/CFD to be critical to the
company’s successful design of race cars.
A team guided by three important principles
MSUDD has three principles to guide its approach to design
and develop cars that its customers will find both fast and
visually stunning. CAE/CFD fully supports all three of them,
including accelerate the development of advanced
automotive technologies through participation in racing;
attract new race fans by demonstrating enthusiasm to
attack challenges in difficult and unknown technologies
and broaden the range of car enthusiasts by organizing
events and other opportunities where people can
experience the excitement of driving cars and the dreams
that cars can inspire.
Kato’s group (the engine group) is responsible for the
performance and reliability of engines and hybrid
components and uses CAE/CFD for powertrain design and
development of new analytical technologies. Hojo’s group
(the aerodynamics group) is primarily in charge of the
development of car aerodynamics, using CFD in the process.
The CAE/CFD team within the MSUDD is a group comprised
of around 15 people. With the limited time and resources
available to such a small group, competing in the tough
world of racing requires a technological standardization

that enables the team to prioritize analysis work, coordinate
postprocessing schedules (design, test and wind tunnels),
and ensure that the analytical results are consistent and
repeatable.
Vehicle development is a race against turnaround time
In the world of race cars, developments for the next year,
preparations for the next race, and work to accommodate
the frequently changing regulations are all extremely
important. CFD can thus make an important contribution by
significantly reducing turnaround time.
According to Kato, “Race cars are not like production
vehicles that mature over a span of several years. Even if
the external shape of the most recently designed race car
looks identical to the car from the previous year, its internal
components are likely to be entirely different. The team is
essentially developing a completely new car every year.
With such a quick turnaround, the reliability and
performance of elements, including the external
aerodynamic shape and engine, must be ensured before
the car is ever built. The conventional approach has been to
undergo a repetitive process of prototype building and
testing, but now we are able to conduct thorough analytical
assessments before even a single part has been made.”
The aerodynamic designs of Le Mans cars are developed
jointly with Toyota Motorsport GmbH (TMG), which is
located in Germany. During Toyota’s participation in F1,
wind tunnels were central to development efforts, and CFD
played a supplemental role. Today, however, CFD is critical
to concept testing, and plays an extremely important role in
25
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visualizing flow and deciding on vehicle design concepts.
CFD plays a key part not only in reducing development
turnaround time, but in recent years, in the actual parts
development process as well.
Hojo explains further: “Since there is no time to put a real
car in a wind tunnel to make adjustments between races,
and because opportunities for track testing are limited, a
process is emerging for quickly moving design elements
from CFD to actual vehicles, increasing the importance of
the CFD output. There is a growing need to make decisions
based on initial tests. So the car performance from the very
first test determines the competitiveness of a vehicle during
the season.”
Of particular importance today are technologies that enable
engineers to improve vehicle and component performance
before any manufacturing is done (in the design and
development phase). Using CAE/CFD technologies such as
STAR-CCM+ is absolutely essential to making this possible
considering the industry’s highly demanding development
schedules and processes.
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Applying race car technologies to production vehicles
For automotive manufacturers, the primary purpose of
participating in motor sports, beyond the publicity they
generate, is to quickly develop advanced technologies. It is
particularly important that companies are able to internally
deploy and share technological know-how derived from
race car development, and to apply that knowledge to the
development of production vehicles.
The mission of MSUDD is to develop advanced technologies
through racing activities and assist with the application of
those technologies to production vehicles. This division
regularly meets with production vehicle departments in the
company, allowing them to engage in two-way knowledge
sharing and discussions. Information is shared not only on
analytic technologies, but also on aerodynamics
technologies, such as flow control methods.
The aerodynamics development in motor sports happens at
an extremely fast pace, which means the best outcome
must be achieved in the shortest time possible. For
example, the CFD design loop for a single development part
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»It is extremely
difficult to
balance the
opposing forces
of calculation
accuracy and
shortened
turnaround
times.«
Teppei Hojo

Manager, Aerodynamics Group, Motor Sports Unit
Development Division, Toyota Motor Corporation

lasts about two weeks. The keys to success in this context
lie in the performance of as many calculations as possible
during that time, and whether they result in the
identification of a good solution. For this reason, steadystate calculations are primarily used despite the fact that
the actual vehicle aerodynamics include unsteady
phenomena and extremely complex flows. Therefore, it is
important to find a tradeoff between accuracy and
computational speed.
“It is extremely difficult to balance the opposing forces of
calculation accuracy and shortened turnaround times,”
agrees Hojo. “Because we are constantly under pressure to
improve performance by developing new parts, this is one
of the most challenging areas. Finding an efficient way to
use unsteady calculations during a two-week development
cycle would help to solve this problem.”
Kato adds, “With engines, we have in the past faced
challenges with regard to calculation accuracy. However, it
has become possible to achieve strong correlation between
simulations and real-world testing. Today, most of the

improvements we implemented are having the desired
effect at the track. We are currently very satisfied with what
we are able to do using STAR-CCM+. We are promoting
further efficiency improvements through additional
automation combined with optimization.”
Testing virtual results against reality
Le Mans, unlike F1, does not have regulations restricting the
time spent on wind tunnel tests. Final decisions are made
using the results of wind tunnel tests, but CFD is essential
to efficient development under conditions of limited
financial resources and time.
The key problems that arise when conducting design and
development focused on CFD are issues of CFD reliability or
accuracy. For this reason, it is extremely important to
validate the simulation approach by checking the correlation
between wind tunnel tests and CFD results. To do this,
aerodynamic values such as downforce, drag and surface
pressure distributions are compared with experimental
results such as force measurements and particle image
velocimetry (PIV). Because wind tunnels simulate actual
conditions, their results are treated as a standard against
which to adjust the mesh resolution and calculation settings
used in the analysis. To accomplish this, a very large number
of calculation cases are usually evaluated.
The aerodynamics group also performs measurements on
actual vehicles. Aerodynamic values such as downforce can
be obtained while the vehicles are running on the track,
providing comparative data against wind tunnel and CFD
results. If there are inconsistencies, engineers examine
ways to improve the wind tunnel testing and CFD models.
There are cases in which CFD accuracy improvements must
be implemented in a very short time frame (in time for the
next wind tunnel tests and races), while other
improvements can be made over the mid to long term.
The engine group conducts stringent evaluations before
mounting an engine in an actual vehicle, and only installs
the most effective parts based on its findings. Therefore,
little evaluation is performed during the race. Irregularities,
whether they require an immediate response or can wait to
be addressed over the midterm, can be identified quickly.
Record everything in a script and make it easy to use
When we asked about his opinion of Siemens PLM
Software’s CD-adapco products and services, Kato said:
“Speaking from my experience of having used various CFD
software in the past, I can say this: Since most functions in
STAR-CCM+ and STAR-CD can be managed by scripts, there
is no need to open the GUI. It is extremely easy to define
operations that can be executed in batch, seamlessly
allowing connections to optimization and other external
software applications. Today, calculations based on fluids
alone will not get you very far. Siemens PLM Software’s
applications are extremely easy to use in conjunction with
the various applications from both upstream and
downstream processes. It is also very practical that the
script can be read by anyone who sees it.”
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»Today, most of the improvements we implemented
are having the desired effect at the track. We are
currently very satisfied with what we are able to
do using STAR-CCM+.«
Yuichiro Kato

Manager, Engine Group, Motor Sports Unit Development Division, Toyota Motor Corporation

On the aerodynamics side as well, everything, including the
creation of analytic models, is executed with a script, and
feedback indicates that it is extremely easy to use once you
get familiar with it. In aerodynamics, data processing has
been completely automated since the introduction of
STAR-CD, and everything continues to be completely
automated with STAR-CCM+. When conducting analyses, it
is extremely important that everything is standardized so
that no random variations in analytical results are
introduced by individual engineers. This ensures that even
if new team members join a group, there will be no
differences in the analytical results they produce. In
addition, since everything is completely automated in the
script, internal education is offered to ensure that members
understand the script. This keeps the process from
becoming a black box and encourages new members of the
team to gain important skills for success.

Finally, we were given feedback on our technical support
services as long time users of CD-adapco products. “The
technical support engineering team offers very quick
responses,“ reported Kato. “When one thinks of a foreign
service provider, one might expect that the Japanese office
will be treated as a mere relay point, and the content may
be sent in a raw format, without having been fully
understood, but the level of services has been on par with
that of a domestic vendor.” Hojo continues, “The analytical
methods are completely established, but we hope that we
can work together on technology developments to help
speed up the development loop.”
We are delighted to have been able to ask the engineers at
Toyota Motor Corporation, one of the world’s largest
automotive manufacturers, about CD-adapco products and
their role in the Le Mans car development work.
*This interview was held in 2014. Names, titles and
divisions mentioned were correct at the time. n
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Realizing innovation
with 3D simulation
The launch of Simcenter 3D is a major milestone. Within
the Simcenter portfolio, it’s the first new product that
promotes the idea of removing boundaries between
disciplines. Simcenter 3D is built on the foundations of
NX CAE, LMS Virtual.Lab and LMS Samtech, and will
evolve into a holistic platform for 3D CAE applications.
Willy Bakkers, vice president of 3D simulation at
Siemens PLM Software, explains how this new product
converts our future product development vision into a
solid set of solutions.
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Acoustic FEM calculation of an intake system in Simcenter 3D.

Mr. Bakkers, can you explain how 3D CAE
needs to evolve to remain successful in
today’s complex product development
process?
Willy Bakkers: 3D CAE teams are
experiencing enormous pressure. They get
ever-shorter time to work on a multitude of
physical aspects. The increased use of smart
systems forces engineers and analysts to
include even more electronics, software and
controls in their mechanical analyses. They
also often have to model new lightweight
materials they are not necessarily familiar
with. And they need to consider that
intelligent products might change over time
via software updates.
At the same time, these teams are expected
to be major players in the conversion of the
development process from verificationcentric to predictive. When developing
complex products, manufacturers want 3D
CAE to be more than just a troubleshooting
tool. They want it to be part of the proactive
decision-making process. All this requires
versatile simulation tools and tactics that
can provide results very quickly and with a
high level of confidence.

Radiated acoustic field of a gearbox after a calculation using FEM AML.

The thermal analysis of the internal airflow of an industrial minicomputer.

Extremely powerful solvers are obviously a
must. But also improvements to the model
building process and a closer collaboration
with design, 1D simulation and test are
essential. At the same time, the 3D CAE
process itself has to become more efficient
and flexible. Too often, analysis specialists
use disconnected tools and waste time
translating data. If analysts and engineers
could work in a common environment that
includes all performance aspects, they
would be much more effective. And it would
be much easier to distribute various tasks
amongst the team.
Specifically, how does Simcenter 3D deal
with these challenges?
Bakkers: Simcenter 3D features new
methods that increase modeling realism for
better engineering insights. It is an open,
integrated, scalable and extendable
environment suited for analysts and
engineers alike. While it provides
manufacturers with a comprehensive
package for multidiscipline simulation and
optimization, at the same time, it’s open
and flexible enough to work and improve
existing investments and processes.
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And the software has strong links to 1D
simulation and test. With this, you can
dramatically improve modeling accuracy.
Simcenter 3D features dedicated
functionality for 1D/3D co-simulation,
including controls. This is an absolute must
if you want to simulate the intelligent
functionality found in everyday smart
products.
And on top of that, Simcenter 3D adds more
process efficiency and flexibility for 3D CAE
teams. It can capture expert knowledge and
best-practice workflows, and it has industry
and engineering expertise embedded in
vertical solutions. This means faster, more
automated processes and a shorter learning
curve for users who are new to certain
applications.
What makes the launch of Simcenter 3D
so revolutionary?
Bakkers: With Simcenter 3D, we materialize
our predictive engineering analytics vision,
the core idea behind the Simcenter
solutions portfolio. This launch
demonstrates our forward development
strategy and shows that we mean business.
To optimize complex products that include
smart systems and make sure they continue
behaving optimally when in use, you need
to create a digital twin of the actual product.
3D CAE is an essential part of this story. But
so are strong links to 1D simulation and
physical testing, as well as an underlying
data management structure that spans the
entire product lifecycle.
Simcenter 3D is the first 3D CAE product
that fully reflects this vision. So it is indeed
a major milestone.

Will the digital twin make physical testing
less relevant?
Bakkers: Not at all. Predictive engineering
analytics is not about shifting activities from
one department to another. It is about
collaboration between all stakeholders in
the engineering process and a tighter
integration of tools. We can even expect the
test engineering workload to increase.
Why would testing increase?
Bakkers: First of all, engineers still need to
do all the final validation work. And with all
these smart systems, this will need to
happen for a much larger number of
product variants and numerous functioning
conditions.

Siemens PLM

Simcenter 3D combines powerful features to
edit CAD models from various origins with
strong modeling capabilities for multiple
disciplines, including structural analysis,
acoustics, flow, thermal analysis, multibody
simulation, dedicated composite structure
analysis, and more. For each application, we
have the right solver, as well as subjectspecific postprocessing tools for the best
possible engineering insight.

Willy Bakkers

More product complexity means more work
for test engineers during earlier design
stages as well. Digital twins can only be
successful if the models are sufficiently
accurate. Physical testing is essential to this.
Constant component verification and
validation and completing virtual models
with measured boundary conditions and
parameters are the only ways to reach
sufficient modeling realism.
Everyone in the design process still
struggles with all the different multi-physics
inherent in today’s products as well as the
new lightweight materials, which are superb
for energy efficiency, but new to the
manufacturing process. More testing is the
only way to correct this gap in engineering
experience. Including physical testing in an
integrated engineering environment like
Simcenter adds a unique competitive
advantage to product development.
What can your customers expect in the
near future?
Bakkers: Well, we have taken an important
step. This first version of Simcenter 3D is
just the beginning. We have an ambitious
roadmap ahead of us, including the
migration of existing methods within this
new platform as well as the development of
new technologies. We do all this with one
goal in mind: that our customers can really
capture all the benefits from our predictive
engineering analytics vision. n

ä siemens.com/plm/simcenter3d
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Evolving the components
and systems development
process together
Almost 20 years ago, one of the world’s leading
technology companies made LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim
its preferred simulation tool for hydraulics applications.
Today, the partnership has resulted in one of the most
advanced model-based systems engineering processes
on the planet. Here’s how it happened.
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Sustainable collaboration
LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim software
accompanied the evolution of the design
process at Bosch from the very beginning of
the MBSE journey. The collaboration with
the LMS Amesim development team started
in 1997.

“Since 2012, we regularly participate in
early visibility tests of each new release of
LMS Imagine.Lab. This allows us to test
new functionalities on our computers with
our models and configurations that cannot
be shared externally, before a release goes
to market.”

“Siemens PLM Software has proved to be an
excellent partner, one that listens closely to
Bosch’s requirements and takes them into
account in the LMS Imagine.Lab roadmap,”
says Sebastian Kanne, simulation group
manager, Bosch Diesel Systems.

Today, Bosch uses LMS Amesim in the
design process of all diesel and gasoline
injection systems, as well as braking
systems of both passenger and commercial
vehicles. More than 300 Bosch engineers
use LMS Amesim in different locations
globally to create specific components, build
up and validate simulation models, and
perform multiple simulation studies.

“Bosch and Siemens PLM Software teams
worked together on several topics,” says
Andreas Klein, senior expert, hydraulic system
simulation. “We collaborated on the discrete
partitioning technique, enabling users to
reduce central processing unit (CPU) time
while retaining result accuracy when analyzing
complex hydraulic systems. Bosch was also
involved in the development of the LMS
Amesim functionality that allows users to
develop their own components, gas transport
feature and electromechanical library.

In 2009, Bosch Diesel Systems implemented
LMS Imagine.Lab Sysdm in its European R&D
centers to share, manage and re-use
multiple models built not only with
LMS Amesim but also with other simulation
tools. Using LMS Sysdm enabled the
company to efficiently split the simulation
work between multiple R&D centers while
maintaining full traceability. LMS Sysdm was

»LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim is our preferred
simulation tool for hydraulics applications, not
only in Bosch’s mobility solutions but also in the
industrial technology business sectors.«

Bosch

Sebastian Kanne
Simulation Group Manager, Bosch Diesel Systems

Bosch gasoline direct injection system: a high-pressure pump, high-pressure injectors, a fuel rail and a control unit.
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At Bosch, LMS Amesim is used for predesign of the overall
braking system, from the pedal to the caliper, as well as for
the detailed study of components such as the master
cylinder, the booster and the ABS/ESP hydraulic modulator.

critical to enabling workflow control by defining role-based
access rights for each user. Moreover, LMS Sysdm helped
Bosch to improve the quality of its simulation studies by
enabling knowledge capitalization and proper organization
of validated component and subsystem representations.

LMS Amesim helps specialists to study the dynamic
subsystem and system behavior depending on the injection
rate, pressure and injected fuel quantity. Using LMS
Amesim, they also validate the control strategies of
components, such as a pressure regulator.

Designing outstanding diesel injection systems
Diesel engines are widely used for commercial and
passenger cars. The fuel injection system is the heart of
diesel engines; it is critical for torque generation. The way
the injection system delivers diesel fuel into the
combustion chamber enables a clear advantage in terms of
engine performance, noise characteristics and emissions.
Modern diesel injection systems are highly sophisticated
technology. They generate extremely high pressure, which
is comparable to the force of a rhinoceros balancing on a
fingertip. Additionally, the precision of modern Bosch diesel
systems is unbeaten: during the blink of an eye, the system
injects a small amount of fuel approximately 25 times.

Not only can engineers take full advantage of the userfriendly interface, detailed documentation and validated
components of LMS Amesim, advanced users can build up
their own submodels and customize fluid properties.
Moreover, to analyze the interactions between multidomain components and optimize the design, open
simulation tools are critical to avoiding what otherwise is
likely to become a time-consuming and error-prone process.

When developing diesel injection systems with interacting
hydraulic, mechanical, signal and electrical subsystems, it is
essential to use the MBSE approach in the early design
phases to effectively reduce costs and time-to-market.
Bosch uses the mechanical, thermal, hydraulic and
electromechanical libraries of LMS Amesim to model multidomain components of the injector, rail and pump.
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“Today, we interface LMS Amesim with 3D multi-body
software as well as other tools for controls, design
optimization, electronic circuit simulation, finite element
analysis and embedded control system design,” says Klein.
“The goal is to build a unique process from CAD design to
system integration, whereas there was a time that I could
not even imagine we would be able to couple LMS Amesim
with a CFD tool.
“Another very important advantage of LMS Amesim is its
strong focus on numerical performance and robustness. At
the end of our working day, we launch about 1,000
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The Modelica development
environment of LMS Amesim
enables engineers to use models based
on Modelica and LMS Amesim models
while benefitting from the full
range of powerful platform features
available within LMS Amesim.

CRS 2-25 common-rail system
The individual components in a networked system

Bosch components
1
2

1

2

3

3

4

5
6
7
8
9
7

6

10

Rail pressure sensor
High-pressure rail
Pressure control valve
Electronic engine
control unit
Solenoid valve injector
Fuel-return line
Nonreturn valve
High-pressure pump
Electric presupply pump
Preﬁlter

Other components
11

11

Fuel ﬁlter

P

Predelivery pressure
High pressure
Return-line pressure
Electrical connection
Fuel

8
5

H
R

4

9

Source Bosch
10
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By coupling LMS Amesim with multi-body
simulation tools, Bosch gains efficiency in
its process. Today, only a few simulations
are required to investigate all operating
conditions.

simulations, with LMS Amesim performing
the analysis at night. I have never seen such
a powerful tool.”
Coupling system and multi-body
simulation approaches
Among the examples of Siemens PLM
Software helping Bosch improve its
simulation process is the coupling of LMS
Amesim with a multi-body simulation (MBS)
tool to design pumps. Previously, engineers
struggled with a cumbersome, iterative
process without direct dynamic coupling
between two simulation environments. For
each load case, boundary conditions, such
as the pressure, were generated with LMS
Amesim and had to be manually updated for
use by the MBS tool, which resulted in high
simulation costs and a long development
cycle.
Bosch specialists can now model the
hydraulic pump system with LMS Amesim
and then directly couple the hydraulics
model exported as a functional mockup unit
(FMU) for co-simulation with the 3D multibody mechanism to precisely investigate
possible interactions between system
dynamics and hydraulics. The functional
mockup interface (FMI) of LMS Amesim
made it possible to easily plug the powerful
modeling and solving technology of LMS
Amesim directly into the MBS tool and, thus,
benefit from the capabilities of both tools.
“By coupling LMS Amesim with the
multibody simulation tool via FMI, we
gained in the efficiency of our process,
improved the quality of simulation results,
reduced the effort necessary for design
analysis and accelerated the simulation
process,” says Eric Quetel, diesel systems
development engineer in the Bosch
Engineering Center of Competence
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Simulation. “Before, we had to restart the
dynamic simulation for each load case, and
we were not able to properly identify
problems involving the system hydraulics
since the input of the hydraulics models was
load-case-specific. Now, only a few
simulations are needed to investigate all
operating conditions.”
Taking advantage of
Modelica and LMS Amesim
In addition to diesel injection system
modeling, Bosch uses LMS Amesim to
design gasoline injection systems. For this,
the hydraulic and mechanical parts of the
gasoline injection system are built with
native LMS Amesim libraries. The power
stage circuit, however, is built using the
Modelica language. Using the Modelica
development environment of LMS Amesim,
engineers are now able to create libraries
based on Modelica for their electronics
models.
Because Modelica supports acausal, objectoriented modeling, Bosch can easily create
customized component models with the
specific behavior of interest, then assemble
them into complex networks. The power
stage circuit can then be coupled with the
hydraulic and mechanical subsystems from
native LMS Amesim libraries to create a
heterogeneous system model. The robust
LMS Amesim solvers simulate the coupled
system directly, without the need for cosimulation, allowing engineers to use the
most suitable modeling language for their
specific needs.
“The Modelica development environment of
LMS Amesim enables Bosch to take advantage of both worlds; we are now able to use
models based on Modelica and LMS Amesim
models while benefitting from the full range
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»We have developed a very strong and
intensive cooperation with Siemens PLM
Software over the past years. Siemens PLM
Software has proved to be an excellent
partner, one that listens closely to Bosch’s
requirements and takes them into account
in the LMS Imagine.Lab roadmap.«
Sebastian Kanne

of powerful platform features available
within LMS Amesim,” says Annette Geng,
gasoline systems development engineer in
the Bosch Engineering Center of
Competence Simulation. “This approach
allows for stable simulation and seamless
system optimization using LMS Amesim
tools for visualization, linear analysis and
design exploration.”
Frontloading the design of
increasingly complex braking systems
In addition to the diesel and gasoline
systems divisions, the chassis systems
control division has found several
applications for LMS Amesim, including
facilitating the frontloading of the design of
increasingly complex systems while bridging
mechanical and control engineering.
The division uses LMS Amesim to analyze
the dynamic behavior of hydraulic,
pneumatic and mechanical parts of the
braking system. LMS Amesim is used for
predesign of the overall braking system,
from the pedal to the caliper, as well as for
the detailed study of components such as
the master cylinder, the booster and the
antilock braking system (ABS)/electronic
stability program (ESP) hydraulic modulator,
including the pump.

Using LMS Amesim, engineers design the
valves of the hydraulic modulator and carry
out stability analysis. In this case, the
coupling between hydraulics, mechanical
parts and the solenoid is critical to
managing different phenomena influencing
valve stability.
Boosting product quality
“LMS Amesim is our preferred simulation
tool for hydraulics applications, not only in
Bosch’s mobility solutions, but also in the
industrial technology business sectors,” says
Kanne. “The major benefit that we see in
using LMS Amesim is that it helps us
improve the quality and performance of our
products,” says Klein. “Compared to 1997,
we carry out more and more tests in the
development process based on virtual
prototyping. This leads to a better design
and shorter development cycles.”
“After 18 years of the move towards
simulation, today no Bosch product is
developed without simulation,” says Kanne.
“LMS Imagine.Lab enables us to perform
more and more simulations, analyze more
configurations for a larger variety of our
products and ensure smooth collaboration
between different development teams
worldwide.” n
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3M India
innovates
With more than two decades
of experience, the experts at
3M in Bangalore, India count
on LMS test solutions to
develop a variety of
innovative acoustic materials
for lightweight vehicle
design.
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Automotive OEMs today focus on reducing the weight of a
vehicle’s body and chassis to achieve better fuel efficiency:
it takes less energy to power a lighter object. Car
components must therefore follow the same trend and use
ever lighter materials, such as polymers or carbon fibers.
Without a doubt, these advanced materials impact fuel
economy as well as safety and performance.
Designing lighter automobiles opens the door for a variety
of innovative solutions around acoustics. Materials
suppliers face yet another new challenge: they must bring
solutions to the table that reduce noise effectively without
adding content weight to the car. With more than two
decades of experience in the field, 3M in Bangalore, India is
one such supplier that understands these modern
challenges and is perfectly equipped to meet the market’s
expectations. 3M counts on LMS Test.Lab and LMS
SCADAS™ Mobile hardware from Siemens PLM Software to
offer increasingly better products to their customers.
Reduced NVH and improved energy
In order to better evaluate the acoustic material
characteristics of its products, 3M decided to open its own
R&D center. Siemens PLM Software engineers played a key
role in setting up the acoustic lab on the 3M premises in
Bangalore by providing specialized equipment, test
solutions and expert advice. This in-house test facility
substantially reduces the testing time and helps 3M
improve its competence in regards to noise and vibration
testing as well as R&D.
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“Looking at the automotive market and tendencies to date,
it is clear that automotive OEMs focus on three
fundamental aspects: cost, weight and quality of
performance,” says Dhritisunder Bhattacharya, general
manager of the transportation division at 3M India.
“Therefore, we do our best to develop products that fit
within these requirements. Our noise-absorbent solutions
use materials that fully respond to these criteria and we are
happy to say that LMS testing solutions brought a
tremendous contribution to our service for customers.”
Bhattacharya notes, “Ever since we partnered with Siemens
PLM Software in India, we discovered we had a more solid
offer. We do not merely provide OEMs with the products
they need, but we give them a true end-to-end solution,
from customized assessment and advice on the specific use
of materials to a complete system. With LMS Test.Lab and
LMS SCADAS Mobile, we have a scalable suite for noise and
vibration testing, an integrated platform that is equally
convenient for lab use or in-field measurements.”
3M India opted for sound absorption and transmission loss
testing, using both the impedance tube International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)10534 and the room
methods ISO 354 and 140-3 as well as modal testing (for
computing damping and loss factor). Besides laboratory
testing, the company uses the same LMS equipment invehicle for sound intensity testing.
Additionally, 3M India used LMS testing solutions to analyze
and optimize the material content dedicated to vibration
damping. The impact hammer, for example, helps 3M
determine the loss factor and the damping coefficient of
damper materials, which is used as input for simulation
models. All of these enable 3M to offer complete end-toend acoustic engineering solutions.

Siemens PLM

The right NVH solutions with the right partner
One of 3M’s biggest challenges as a supplier in a
demanding and fast-changing industry is addressing
individual customer needs.

Using LMS testing solutions, 3M India can have a more
accurate understanding of acoustical weak spots.

“Our activities are built on our continuous efforts to
understand and offer the most adapted products to suit a
customer’s business,” says Satish V. Palled, advanced
engineer at 3M India. “Every OEM is different and the
smallest change in the car design might have a significant
impact on the end product. This is why it is essential to
carry out sufficient measurements that cover various
scenarios in order to create and give the best possible
advice.
“As we customize our offer, the systems put in place by
Siemens PLM Software testing solutions help us conduct
complex processes more effectively and efficiently. To go
through the simulation phase, for instance, we need a lot
of input parameters. With these solutions, we have extra
flexibility to get the material properties faster. We then feed
them into the vibro-acoustic simulation process and finally
bring them to our customers in full confidence.”
To optimize its products, various diagnostics are carried out
in the reverberation chamber. There, acoustic engineers
take measurements to help optimize the acoustic
characteristics of components. The intent is to have a
clearer view on how the noise propagates through the
components that have a specific type of acoustic behavior.
By using LMS testing solutions such as intensity mapping,
3M India can also have a more accurate understanding of
acoustical weak spots.
“The color map showing the different noise sources and
weak spots saves us the cost and effort of having to reengineer the entire product,” says Alex Varghese, technical
manager of NVH at 3M India. “It also helps us keep the
promise we make to our customers every single day:
offering them solutions that strike an excellent balance
between cost efficiency, weight and performance for their
vehicles.”
The future is lightweight
As the trend of lightweighting in vehicle design continues
to grow, 3M’s use of the test-dedicated LMS solutions from
Siemens PLM Software also moves forward. “Our goal is to
continue to put all efforts into developing competitive
lightweight solutions for the acoustic market,” says
Bhattacharya. “But there are many other areas where we
believe we can and should evolve, acoustically speaking,
and LMS testing solutions will play a central role in those
too. As the quest to improve fuel efficiency grows and the
techniques to send power from the engine to the axle
expand, the need for innovative materials rises.”
Bhattacharya hopes to see a growing partnership and
continued use of LMS solutions in the future. “At 3M India
with Siemens PLM Software, our highly skilled engineers
make sure that we supply strong, quality products,” he says.
“The majority of the proven capabilities of our products
come through LMS evaluation systems. We would like to
see our collaboration grow further as we continue to work
together for improved industry solutions that help 3M
accomplish our greatest mission: touching human lives with
scientific applications.” n
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New solutions for
field-data acquisition
Siemens PLM Software recently
expanded its LMS SCADAS Recorder
hardware with a new LMS SCADAS
Satellite for distributed, digital, local
field-data acquisition closer to the
sensors.
Field-data acquisition is critical when
running test-and-validation
campaigns, helping companies avoid
recalls and improve product quality.
While field measurements are essential
to understanding how loads affect a
product’s lifetime, acquiring and
processing accurate data can reveal a
challenging and time-consuming task.
Imagine a truck, train or excavator
instrumentation scenario for field-data
acquisition. The first component
would contain 20 measurement
points, the second 15 points, and so on
for the full vehicle. Depending on the
targeted results, more than 200
measurement points may be
necessary. All sensor cables must be
taken to the central data acquisition
unit and fixed. This can be time
consuming, taking an estimated 10
to 20 percent of the total
instrumentation time.
40

“When it comes to running tests on
such large structures, a centralized
setup typically increases instrumentation costs, bringing challenges
in terms of installation and data
quality. Also, if problems occur in the
sensor or in the cable, the repair can
become a hustle,” says Henrique
Abrão, business developer manager at
Siemens PLM Software.
The compact LMS SCADAS Satellite is
placed near the sensors; the cable
installation is localized and a single
cable runs from LMS SCADAS Satellite
to LMS SCADAS Recorder.
Furthermore, if any of the sensors are
broken, no time is wasted looking for
related cable or sensor. They do not
need to be fixed and mounted again
because only localized repair is
required.
With the distributed architecture,
digitalization close to the sensors and
built-in synchronization of LMS
SCADAS Recorder, multiple LMS
SCADAS Satellite units can be used in
tough testing conditions for highchannel-count measurements. This
saves on cabling cost, improves signal

quality and facilitates faster test setup
and results delivery.
Strain gauges and accelerometers
most commonly used during field-data
acquisition are sensitive to noise
pickup, electromagnetic interference
and noise distortion. Therefore, cable
length and placement plays a crucial
role in improving measurement
results: the shorter the cable, the less
influence from external factors. Strain
gauges in particular are subject to
these problems.
LMS SCADAS Satellite can be installed
close to the sensor and send digital
and synchronized data to LMS SCADAS
Recorder, improving signal quality. “By
dividing and distributing the
acquisition system over many parts of
the vehicle, engineers can place the
equipment in optimal locations, thus
improving measurement quality and
even reaching places that could not be
reached previously, adding even more
possibilities to a successful test
campaign.”
According to Abrão, customer test
scenarios have increased over the

Siemens PLM
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years with globalized vehicle and
product platforms, and with it,
companies are obliged to include
different inputs in the development
cycle. “These new test scenarios place
extra requirements on the system, as it
needs to be placed in an external
environment and is subject to different
conditions, such as a wide range of
temperatures, shock and vibration,
with particularly high levels if
mounted directly on the vehicle. Not
only that, but the system should also
be certified for dust and water
protection.”
LMS SCADAS Satellite is highly reliable
in extreme and tough environmental
conditions, reducing downtime and
increasing test efficiency. With an
Ingress Protection (IP) 66 and 67
certified enclosure, an operating
temperature range from -40 Celsius
(ºC) to +85 ºC, military standard
(MIL-STD) 810F shock and vibration
resistance and robust LEMO 2K
connectors, LMS SCADAS Satellite is
designed to support test campaigns in
the toughest environments.

LMS SCADAS Satellite is used with LMS
SCADAS Recorder to develop sample
accurate, secure and real-time data
synchronization. This enables
engineers to perform tests with a
high-channel count, and collect data
in a single data file without merging or
synchronizing everything manually
afterwards. Also, LMS SCADAS Satellite
is powered through the same cable
that brings data to LMS SCADAS
Recorder, reducing power
requirements for the test setup and
simplifying installation. With LMS
SCADAS Recorder, it’s also possible to
increase connectivity by adding extra
modules to acquire digital data
streams from wheel-force sensors,
Global Positioning Systems (GPS),
vehicle bus and high-definition video
cameras, which means running a
complete test with a single system.
Using LMS Test.Lab Durability
Acquisition gives control of the full
test campaign, including fast and easy
LMS SCADAS Recorder and LMS
SCADAS Satellite configuration and
setup, instrumentation verification,

in-field measurement and on-board
validation, automated consolidation,
active reporting and batch export: all
accessible from a single software
product. “This end-to-end hardware
and software solution delivers results
much faster, enhancing measurement
flexibility and reducing total test
campaign time, a unique concept in
the market,” says Abrão.
All measurement operations can be
performed with the LMS Smart™
Control software that runs on a
touchscreen tablet and wirelessly
connects to LMS SCADAS Recorder. It’s
compact, smart and ideal for mobile
use under challenging conditions. Test
drivers can cycle through test setups,
start-and-stop measurements, monitor
in real time, and instantly validate
recorder data quality right on-site
during and after each measurement.
“This is how we help test drivers,
technicians and engineers return to
their offices with all the right data,
without worrying about having to
rerun expensive test campaigns,”
says Abrão. n
ä siemens.com/plm/simcenter
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On a green quest…
Renault streamlines future hybrid
and electric vehicle development
using LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim
42
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The complexity of
hybrid vehicle development
Reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is
a continuous challenge. It has become
critical that every country aligns on
common levels, which is what regulations
will impose by 2026. To comply with future
CO2 emissions standards, achieving vehicle
electrification is quite important so the
development of hybrid vehicles has moved
from a nice-to-have to a must-have status
for every carmaker.
Hybrid powertrains are much more complex
than those in vehicles with a single energy
source, such as conventional or electric cars,
mainly because of the multitude of possible
combinations of architectures. For example,
in parallel hybrid vehicles, multiple
propulsion sources can be combined or used
independently. In series hybrid vehicles, the
sole propulsion is done by the electric
motor, but the electric energy comes from
another on-board source, such as a
combustion engine.
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of hybrid
powertrains, engineers must balance the
power required from each energy source,
study the impact of other system choices
(such as transmissions and cooling systems)
on the vehicle’s energy performance, and
validate optimal options. These tasks entail
investigation of a number of combinations,
and also require engineers to detail the
appropriate control strategies.
Hence, there is a strong need to rapidly
evaluate various hybrid powertrain
architectures and select the most efficient
ones, compare component characteristics,
and evaluate their performance over
different driving patterns. Hybrid powertrain
design requires managing several domains
of physics and involves the collaboration of
different experts – system architects, project
managers and application specialists –
during the stages of the design cycle.
Innovation requires these experts to
overcome complexity and manage risks.
Managing product complexity from the
processes used to create these products and
the predesign interactions between all the

people involved in development and
delivery raises a simple question: How do
you reintroduce some simplicity to this
complexity, and deliver high-quality
products on-time and with reasonable costs?
Making technological decisions
in early design stages
As the world’s fourth-largest car
manufacturer, Renault-Nissan is driven by
innovation and differentiation, and one of
the current differentiators is the ability to
deliver eco-friendly vehicles at a reasonable
cost. The Renault-Nissan Alliance Group is
committed to reducing the environmental
impact of its activities and products
throughout their lifecycle, from design to
recycling. The Alliance Group already claims
about 70 percent of the worldwide electric
vehicle market, with fully electric vehicles
like the Renault Zoe and the Nissan LEAF,
and aims to expand its vehicle range by
developing advanced hybrid architectures.
The Eolab concept vehicle is a first step.
Compact and affordable, the Eolab is a new
plug-in hybrid delivering ultra-low fuel
consumption with zero-emission mobility on
journeys of under 60 kilometers at speeds of
up to 120 kilometers per hour. This zeroemission hybrid technology will round out
Renault’s electric offering within the next
few years.
To develop this technology for the future,
the Renault-Nissan Alliance is currently
implementing dedicated tools and
methodologies. The company has created a
test and digital engineering department to
provide the group with the appropriate CAE
methods and numerical models to drive
innovation in future projects. With a staff of
12, this department is focused on
simplifying the work of mechatronic systems
engineers. The requirements from the
engineers were clear: they wanted a
collaborative platform to assess the
energetic synthesis of any hybrid
configuration, to facilitate decision
making in the predesign stage with
validation loops. The engineers must rapidly
confirm the fuel consumption targets, plan
the project roadmaps and size the different
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The GREEN platform powered by
LMS Amesim unites different
domains of expertise and
systems engineers.

subsystems. They need an easy-to-use,
multiphysics simulation environment that
will enable them to simplify the
optimization of the chosen hybrid
architecture. The platform will be used by
experts for customization, and by
nonexperts for rapid testing of parameter
combinations. To satisfy these needs,
Renault developed an energetic synthesis
simulation platform called GREEN (global
and rational energy efficiency) with the help
of tools and personnel from product
lifecycle management (PLM) specialist
Siemens PLM Software.
A collaborative, virtual design platform
Developed by the test and digital
engineering department, the GREEN
platform is an application-specific graphical
user interface (GUI) linked to LMS Imagine.
Lab Amesim, the MATLAB® environment,
the Simulink® environment and the Excel®
spreadsheet software file repository. The
platform enables engineers to quickly
parameterize models, run simulations and
postprocess results. It includes a prebuilt,
comprehensive hybrid vehicle configurator
that enables users to choose between
several hybrid architectures. The
department has also developed a generic
plant model architecture composed of
parameterizable subsystems that can be
individually activated or deactivated.
The generic physical plant model is created
using LMS Amesim from Siemens PLM
Software. Energy management and highlevel control strategies are supported by
Simulink. Users can create hybrid vehicles
with manual, automatic, robotized, or
dual-clutch transmission, and locate the
44

electric motor on the front or rear axle and
before or after the clutch, among other
options. Once the architecture has been set,
the sizing of all subsystems can be defined:
for example, a 30 kilowatt (kW) or 50kW
electric machine, a 1.6 or 2L diesel engine,
etc. Any combination can be readily
configured.
Engineers can then define and optimize the
energy control strategy, specifying when to
start the combustion engine, at what torque
level and when and how the electric
machine takes over the thermal engine.
Given the architecture definition and
subsystems choices, the GREEN platform’s
postprocessing capability automatically
optimizes the energy management
strategies according to the selected
mechatronic architecture and component
parameters.
With these capabilities, engineers can select
an architecture, then manage and visualize
parameters and various rolling scenarios
using an integrated and user-friendly
workflow without having to create the
energy management strategy. New energy
management and control strategies can be
easily tested as needed for specific
investigations and by more advanced users.
The flexibility and power of the GREEN
platform enables engineers to define and
validate an architecture, its selected
subsystems and the energy management
control laws in a matter of hours. The
platform brings together various domains of
expertise and application engineers involved
in the same project by facilitating
communication and decision making with a
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A brief history of the French EV pioneers
La Jeantaud
Produced by Charles Jeantaud
1893 to 1906
Maximum speed: 63km/h
Maximum range: 50 km
Production by 1893: 69
La Jamais Contente (see image)
Built by Rothschild with Michelin tires
1898
Broke the 100 km/h record in 1899
Maximum speed: 105.88 km/h
Production: 1

Le Mildé
Built by Levallois-Perret
1901
Maximum range: 50km
Maximum speed: 15 km/h
It weighed more than 1.5 tons
Electric mail truck

Renault Zoom concept car
1992
Maximum speed: 121 km/h
Production: 1

Renault 5 Electric (prototype)
Produced by EDF and Renault
1971
Maximum range: 110 km
Maximum speed: 80 km/h

common language. “The GREEN platform
powered by LMS Amesim is meant to unite
different domains of expertise and different
systems engineers, and enables teams that
never collaborated to sit together and
communicate on their engineering issues to
find common solutions,” comments Eric
Chauvelier, method and simulation manager
for hybrid and electric systems in the test
and digital department. Results provided by
the platform are fuel and energy
consumption, performance, operating
points of the powertrain and energy flow
throughout the driveline. In addition,
sensitivity studies on physical characteristics
or control parameters can be easily
managed with the tool.

Renault relied heavily on Siemens PLM
Software engineers for the development of
GREEN tools. Both the availability and
expertise of the team proved to be valuable
for the car manufacturer, and helped to solve
critical issues during the development of the
platform. LMS engineers fully understand the
engineering challenges of their customer, and
are also masters of numerical simulation
techniques. LMS Amesim was also selected
for its strong potential, and will enable
further evolution of the GREEN platform to
manage new vehicle design requirements.
The openness of LMS Amesim enables the
streamlined evolution of models, interaction
with the embedded controls and interaction
with other platforms or models.

The power of LMS Amesim
The new GUI of the GREEN solution was
developed on top of LMS Amesim. “The
mechatronic system simulation platform
from Siemens PLM Software provides offthe-shelf but customizable, validated
components to build complete vehicle
architectures, from subsystems to systems
integration,” adds Chauvelier. “LMS Amesim
is a flexible but robust backbone. Its multilevel approach provides components that fit
any design stage: from map-based for early
architecture definition, to more detailed
models and actuation for advanced
engineering to optimize subsystems and
components. Thanks to its multi-domain
nature, it not only enables modeling of
different drivetrain components like electric
motors, combustion engines and
transmission systems, but also enables
us to balance vehicle attributes like fuel
consumption, emissions, performance
and drivability.”

LMS Amesim has proven to be a very flexible
platform, enabling co-simulation with
MATLAB and Simulink for more readability of
the controls and interactivity with the
embedded code. The ability to create scripts
with the Python open-source programming
language and MATLAB high-level computing
language within LMS Amesim allows
engineers to control the workflow of an
energetic synthesis investigation (including
data, calculation, simulation launch, use case,
analysis and synthesis), which enables
flawless execution of complex models.
The flexibility of LMS Amesim will enable
future evolution of the GREEN platform to
extend the analyses to conventional
powertrains, and perform tradeoff analyses
between their fuel consumption and
performance with other key attributes,
including thermal comfort, board network
energy management, drivability, exhaust
and others. n
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Built
beyond
belief
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. (KHI) is one
of the three major heavy industry
companies in Japan, starting as a shipyard
in 1878 and compiling a distinguished
business legacy over the following 130
years. The company’s current product lineup
covers a broad range of motorcycles,
precision machines, plants and
environmental systems, gas turbines, ships,
railroad vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft and
numerous other products.
For this article, we visited the KHI
Motorcycle & Engine Company (MC&E)
division. MC&E engages primarily in the
development, manufacture and sale of
motorcycles, all-terrain buggies, jet skis,
gasoline engines and other products. On

this visit, we interviewed the main analyst
of the H2R/H2, the top-of-the-line models in
the Ninja motorcycle series, the premier
global brand and pride of the KHI portfolio.
Kawasaki Ninja H2R and H2 are two
motorcycles that truly utilize the full breadth
of All-Kawasaki technologies from across the
company’s various groups. In addition to
MC&E, the development of these machines
has enlisted the support of the KHI Group
Aerospace Company for the supply of
aerodynamic devices, the KHI Group Gas
Turbine and Machinery Company for engine
superchargers, and the KHI Group Precision
Machinery Company for welding expertise.
The motorcycles comprise a grand fusion of
cutting-edge know-how reaching across

Kawasaki

Kawasaki Ninja H2R 2015 model.
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of computational analysis. Their duties
involve providing support for the design and
testing through simulation in the product
development phase. This is an excellent
example of so-called development
frontloading, a term increasingly used in
recent years to describe such advance
support operations. The technology adopted
in this analysis was developed jointly with
the Technical Institute, with application in
the actual product development advanced
by MC&E.

CFD adopted in product
development frontloading
We spoke with Eiji Ihara, manager of the
MC&E Development Engineering Section, as
well as Manabu Morikawa, who is in charge

Ihara offered the following comments on
the project. “There is no significance in
simply developing CFD technology without
pursuing the critical need for application in
actual product development. The greatest

Kawasaki Ninja H2 2015 model

Kawasaki

divisional borders at KHI, earning them
Kawasaki’s special River Mark designation
– signifying the company’s technology,
originality and innovation. The Ninja H2 is
certified for road going, while the Ninja H2R
is a model designed exclusively for closed
course riding. On the basis of their
supercharged specs and groundbreaking
designs, these motorcycles are literally
worshipped by buffs worldwide and have
earned accolades as the ultimate
motorcycles.
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bottleneck with CFD is the time factor. We
used CFD in efforts prior to the Ninja H2R/H2
development as well, but it took so long to
achieve functional models that we found it
totally impossible to apply the technology in
product development. That prompted
exploration of a wide range of software
options, eventually leading us to
STAR-CCM+. The moment I encountered
STAR-CCM+, I intuitively realized that it
could do the job.”
Reducing turnaround time
The single greatest challenge in developing
a new product is the considerable time
required to actually bring the concept to
model stage. Before discovering the
automated aerodynamic analysis macro
(VSim) available within STAR-CCM+, the
analysis in the very first case required about
one month. At the design planning stage
leading up to actual manufacture, designs
are liable to undergo adjustments on a
day-to-day basis, with new design
requirements incorporated into the
simulation as a result. In view of this, by
using simulation as a design tool, it is
essential that analysis be advanced at a pace
capable of keeping up with such changes.
Within KHI’s development span, the full
month required for the implementation of
CFD in the first case proved too long to
make any meaningful contribution to

product development. The first critical issue,
therefore, was to reduce CFD turnaround
time. The target was set to implement the
initial case in one week’s time, with CDadapco’s Japan and overseas offices
teaming up to launch a joint project with
KHI.
Behind the success in realizing the targeted
one-week turnaround time were two
important technologies in STAR-CCM+:
Surface wrapping for CAD cleanup, and Java
macros for powerful automation. Prior to
applying these technologies, the following
two problems were identified as the key
time-consuming factors.
1. The time required for CAD repairs (three
to four weeks): resolution through
STAR-CCM+ surface wrapping and
automated CAD repair
2. The time required for analysis settings
(one to two weeks): resolution through
preprocessing automation using Java
macro
With the VSim macro supplied by CDadapco, all analysis settings and data were
entered in a Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet
software that was read by STAR-CCM+. The
macro automated the entire process: CAD
import, boundary organization, boundary
conditions, preparation of the wind tunnel
configuration, analysis, postprocessing

Turnaround time reduction initiative

Java automated macro platform

CAD
data
Modification man hours:
3-4 weeks

CAD
data
Intermediate
Setbacks, increased
data
modification man hours

Mesh
preparation
Configuration man hours:
1-2 weeks

Setbacks, increased
modification man hours

Surface repair + Mesh
generation + Solver
+ Report

Computation
Results

Report
generation
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Repetitive
work steps

Setbacks
reduction

Optimum data
transition

STAR-CCM+ & Java

Manual
operation

Reduced
turnaround time

Integrated environment
for analysis

Reduced surface
modification man hours

Refresh mesh
preparation man hours

Reduced man hours

Conventional process

Reduced result
processing man hours
Turnaround time
to within 1 week
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settings, batch submission, and generation of a written
report using Microsoft® PowerPoint® presentation
software. Siemens PLM Software ran benchmark tests,
leading to a one-week turnaround time. By implementing
this benchmarked process, MC&E also realized a turnaround
time of one week, as well as output in only one-to-two days
in cases of geometry modification to address minor
changes.
Morikawa offered the following view: “Compared to before,
now we can simulate several dozen cases in a reduced
time. Thanks to this, the number of actual prototypes being
turned out has also been reduced, making an extremely
valuable contribution to lowering cost and man-hours alike.
We feel that the application of STAR-CCM+ has proved
highly effective on this front as well.”
In terms of computational resources, the initial application
of CFD in product development was conducted through
dozens of parallel computations. With the success of the
Ninja H2R/H2, however, the computational approach earned
high marks within the company, leading to an increase in
clusters and the subsequent application of CFD in the
development of wide-ranging models.

Aerodynamic device study results for Ninja H2 (left) and H2R
(right), giving minimum rise in drag and major reduction in lift.

Improvement of reliability and accuracy in simulation
With the principal products at MC&E characterized by high
speed and power, the key areas of application for CFD were
in the evaluation of aerodynamic performance and thermal
management of onboard electronic components. In the
past, CFD was only adopted for products involving both
high engine displacement and price. Today, the application
of this tool has been expanded to analyzing small engine
displacement models as well.

Trimmed mesh on a plane section around the motorcycle, showing refinement in the wake region, which
was automatically generated with STAR-CCM+.

Cowling configuration studies to secure radiator cross
ventilation: frontal wind flow collection equivalent to
cowling type (top); rear cross ventilation equivalent to
naked type (bottom).
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The merits of the automated VSim macro are not limited to
simply reducing turnaround time. Elimination of analysis
setting errors and elimination of disparities in results when
different engineers run the analysis were also an
advantage.

Turnaround time reduction results
A Man hours (in days) with conventional method
B Man hours (in days) with pre/post automation
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The results from the automated VSim process in STAR-CCM+
showed excellent agreement with test data for the overall
motorcycle.
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The streamlined, automated process ensured that even
personnel with limited experience can perform the CFD
analysis with ease. More recently, an in-house thermal
management analysis evaluation macro has also been
developed, enabling cuts in turnaround time for that work
as well. In addition to reducing the development
turnaround time through simulation, it is also vital for the
analysis to be high in accuracy. KHI has a wind tunnel
facility where testing is conducted on a full-scale
motorcycle model. Wind tunnel characteristics are
employed in the boundary conditions of the analysis.
Analysis accuracy is calculated by comparing coefficient of
drag (Cd) and coefficient of lift/front (Clf) with the test
results for the six major aerodynamic components.
Verification of analysis accuracy is also performed by
comparing computational flow visualization with flow field
test data from the use of smoke and other techniques.
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Ninja H2R/H2 design challenges
The development of the Ninja H2R/H2 models encountered
two major design challenges. One was ensuring a radiator
ventilation flow capable of cooling the engine and the second
was determining that aerodynamic devices could handle
lower lift.
The Ninja H2R/H2 models are mounted with superchargerassisted engines. The Ninja H2R is a monster machine with an
engine output of 326PS (at ram air pressure), giving rise to
extremely high engine heat generation compared to previous
models. Based on this, one principal design goal was to
ensure ample radiator ventilation flow to cool the engine.
The motorcycles are the fastest from the Kawasaki stable,
while also being extremely lightweight, leading to potential
floating of the front wheel. Due to this, the key
aerodynamic challenge was to lower lift on the front wheel.
These two points were treated as key CFD themes as the
development progressed.
Radiator cross ventilation studies
Motorcycles come in the conventional full cowling and
naked types, with each offering its own benefits and issues.
A full cowling offers improved airflow at the front of the
radiator, but wind ventilation is poor since the cowling
stretches over the back of the radiator. With a naked type
motorcycle (no cowling), the ventilation at the rear of the
radiator is excellent, but is countered by the inability to
collect air flow at the front of the radiator.

Pressure contours on the motorcycle and rider from STAR-CCM+.
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In the development of these Ninja H2R/H2
models, a design capable of incorporating
the benefits of both types was required. To
address that need, STAR-CCM+ simulations
were used to identify a design capable of
collecting wind at the front and enhancing
ventilation out the back. Specifically, efforts
were channeled into the cowling
configuration, with different configurations
analyzed numerically until the required flow
volume was eventually obtained. Compared
to the initial design, CFD results showed
that cross ventilation was improved by
approximately 40 percent in a configuration
that satisfied the design demands.
Aerodynamic device studies
The next phase comprised studies of
aerodynamic devices that would lower
front-wheel lift, an important design
consideration for realizing safe driving at
the record-setting speeds of the Ninja H2R/
H2. The KHI Group Aerospace Company
utilized around 100 years of aerodynamic
know-how to assist in analyzing multiple
mirror configurations and other devices to
help lower front-wheel lift.
Ihara speaks with passion as he recalls that
work. “Both of these areas were first-time
challenges for KHI, and there is no doubt
that without CFD onboard, we would never
have succeeded in the development. From
the design stage, we realized that it would
be exceptionally tough to achieve effective
heat balance while reaching extremely high
speeds. Then again, because this was a
machine styled for customers who demand

Eiji Ihara (left) and
Manabu Morikawa (right)

just such performance, there was no choice
but to achieve that goal. We sifted through
many ideas, eventually uniting our focus in
a single direction to advance the product
development. KHI offers the advantages of
being an integrated heavy industrial power
with a wealth of technologies to draw from.
The resulting collaboration across divisional
lines provides a core strength as a
company.” In a very real sense, this project
was a rich embodiment of the All-Kawasaki
spirit.
Using STAR-CCM+ surface wrapping and the
automated macro-platform drastically
reduced turnaround time. This cleared the
way for the application of CFD in the
development work, with the resulting
cross-sectional use of CFD within the KHI
organization emerging as one of the
company’s premiere success stories in recent
years. Another highlight in this project was
Siemens PLM Software’s Power Session
license, a creative licensing approach unique
to STAR-CCM+.
This licensing format can be applied to
augmentation of hardware resources,
facilitating flexible use of hardware geared
to the specific development cycles at hand.
To further improve product performance,
Morikawa is studying the potential
application of HEEDS, CD-adapco’s
multidisciplinary design eXploration
(MDX) tool in product development.
The use of CFD has helped KHI deliver the
most extreme production bikes on earth in
record time. n

This interview was held in
2015. Names, titles and divisions mentioned were correct
at the time.
The Kawasaki Ninja H2R/H2
written about in this article is
the 2015 model.
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Leading
engineering
services company
uses LMS
Samtech Samcef
and NX to
create turnkey
products

Image source Shutterstock

Studio
Tecnico
Zocca
Unique expertise
Providing turnkey products to its
customers is the challenge that Studio
Tecnico Zocca S.r.l. meets every day.
Throughout the past six decades, the
Italian company has employed the
most advanced design and simulation
technologies available to sustain its
leading position in a highlycompetitive and increasinglyglobalized market.
Studio Tecnico Zocca’s main
competitive edge is its expertise all
along the product development
process, including planning, analysis,
calculation, design and construction of
machines and components for the
mechanical engineering field. Such
expertise is extremely rare in the large
engineering supplier market.
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Increasing efficiency
Studio Tecnico Zocca is proud to
provide services to prestigious brands
that are leaders in their respective
industries. The company relies on
engineers with advanced expertise to
pinpoint solutions for a wide range of
applications, from the project phase
through to the final product. All this
contributes to create a wealth of
experience and reliability that enables
Studio Tecnico Zocca to develop
technologically advanced solutions on
a continuous basis. To further its
competitive edge, Studio Tecnico
Zocca focuses on accelerating the
delivery, quality and functionality of its
customers’ products. Its rigorous goals
for new and improved products require
best-in-class software to support the
creative talents of its team.
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Facilitating collaboration
Due to increased system complexity
and component interdependence,
product development projects require
close collaboration between Studio
Tecnico Zocca and its customers. It all
begins with a face-to-face discussion
to communicate the product
development process and understand
all requirements. It is essential to fully
understand and precisely define the
project’s specifications and objectives
during the preliminary planning phase.
During the study phase, Studio Tecnico
Zocca uses NX software from Siemens
PLM Software for computer-aided
design (CAD) and computer-aided
engineering (CAE) in order to optimize
mechanical component geometry. At
the component level, engineers also
use parameter and geometry
optimization tools that help determine
the best distribution of material in
each component.
Verification of the project is carried
out using LMS Samtech Samcef™
software, also from Siemens PLM
Software, in combination with NX
CAE to assess the most optimized
structural and mechanical models. The
NX CAE environment for LMS Samcef
enables Studio Tecnico Zocca
engineers to use the powerful
geometry editing, meshing and
general pre- and postprocessing
capabilities of NX CAE to build analysis
models for advanced nonlinear
analysis with the LMS Samcef solver
suite software.
“Accelerating the analysis process and
improving the simulation accuracy of
detailed models is required today,”
explains Alessandro Zocca, president
of Studio Tecnico Zocca. “Thanks to
the new LMS Samcef environment in
NX CAE, we have closed the loop
between NX CAD and the efficient,
finite element solution for nonlinear
structural analysis in LMS Samcef.”
Adopting advanced predictive
software
Studio Tecnico Zocca has implemented
the combination of LMS Samcef and
NX on current projects for predicting
the behavior of complex mechanisms
such as gears and cams.

“For simulation of the global machine
models, we use LMS Samcef for its
multibody simulation capabilities,
which resolve the dynamics of rigid or
flexible bodies in movement by
analyzing stress, deformation and
acceleration of the operating parts,”
states Zocca.
The modeling and analysis capabilities
of LMS Samcef allow Studio Tecnico
Zocca to analyze the mechanism
behavior in terms of performance,
stability and robustness. Engineers
take full advantage of the unique
ability to use mechanisms with
nonlinear features, topological
optimization, linear and nonlinear
calculation of finite elements,
dynamics analyses and advanced
contact problems.
Integrated design and simulation help
Studio Tecnico Zocca achieve its
objective to bring higher-quality
products to market at lower costs.
“We are able to perform different
analyses based on one single model,”
notes Zocca. “Thanks to LMS Samcef,
we can pilot from one solver as many
series of specific computations as we
need – including structural, mechanical
or rotor dynamics ‒ to get insight into
the physics of complex multi-rotor
rotating machinery.”
Simulating complex behavior
Simulation of mechanisms like gears
or rotors must comply with standards
of the German Institute for
Standardization (DIN) or the
International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). Using
simulation for structural analysis is a
necessity due to design complexity.
“In the frame of our engineering
activities, we need to outperform our
competitors to cascade innovation into
our customers’ products,” says Zocca.
“To do so, we combine the strength of
NX for its high-performance design
capabilities with LMS Samtech Samcef
for its unique ability to analyze global or
detailed nonlinear structural models.
We are eager to take advantage of the
full CAD-to-CAE associativity of these
solutions in the future to more quickly
and easily assess the mechanical
behavior of complex mechanisms.” n

» In the frame of
our engineering
activities, we
need to
outperform our
competitors to
cascade
innovation into
our customers’
products.«
Alessandro Zocca,
President, Studio Tecnico Zocca
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Mazda goes mechatronic
LMS Virtual.Lab Motion helps Mazda to quickly
develop intricate mechatronic control systems.
Mechatronics engineering – developing mechanical
systems that are electronically controlled – is one of
the most significant drivers of innovation in the
automotive industry.

As one of the leading global automotive
companies, Mazda Motor Corporation is
very actively involved in developing
mechatronic control systems that make its
automobiles safer, more reliable, efficient
and eco-friendly, and more fun to drive.
Mazda’s integrated control systems division
is tasked with developing intricate
mechatronics control systems. The division
relies on advanced engineering tools,
including LMS solutions from PLM specialist
Siemens PLM Software.
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LMS Virtual.Lab Motion software is a complete, integrated multibody solution that is
used to simulate realistic motion and loads
of mechanical systems, enabling Mazda to
quickly analyze and optimize the real-world
behavior of mechanical designs and verify
they perform as expected before committing
to expensive physical prototype testing.
One of the key features of LMS Virtual.Lab
Motion is the ability to parameterize the
model using Excel spreadsheet software, so
that parameter values can be quickly and

Mazda Motor Company
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Mazda Motor Company
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»In order to carry out the mission,
it is important that each engineer
can explain the value of their
inspiration and ideas in a
quantitative manner.«
Fumihiro Tokumitsu
Specialist, Integrated Control System Development Division
Mazda Motor Corporation

easily changed. The parameters are
listed in the external file together with
their corresponding values so that it is
very simple to insert additional sets of
values or configurations and refer to
these different sets so that the same
model can be quickly switched among
several different configurations.
Another key feature is its fast and
accurate solver, which can calculate
velocity, acceleration and reaction
forces for all bodies in the simulation.

dynamic model with a large number
(54) of sensitivity factors, thus
requiring a very heavy workload (542 =
2,916 analyses) in a challenging time
frame. In this context Mazda’s
engineers were able to fully exploit the
scripting and automation tools of LMS
Virtual.Lab Motion, including the
Visual Basic® programming language,
enabling users to define elements,
change parameter values and add or
delete features in the model.

Mazda’s control systems division uses
LMS Virtual.Lab Motion in conjunction
with the MATLAB environment and the
Simulink environment to model and
simulate active systems in which the
interaction between the mechanical
system and the control logic is
simulated through the exchange of
measured input data from the
mechanism and the corresponding
actuator outputs applied from the
control system to the mechanism.

The engineers began by recording a
macro of the modeling steps, which
they used as a starting point for
developing a script using Visual Basic.
The script was linked to a design table
of parameter values, and automated
the entire process for each
experiment, including automatic
creation of the complex model,
executing the calculation and reassembling the model with new
parameters to emulate its full
dynamic behavior.

In a recent project, Mazda engineers
wanted to use a design-of-experiments
approach to test alternative
parameters on a complex multibody

Mazda’s use of LMS Virtual.Lab Motion
helped the company identify variation
contribution factors and improve

assembly process controls in the
context of a quality-variation-control
(QVC) methodology and process. The
control systems division shared the
simulated results not only within
Mazda, but also with first and secondtier suppliers to help maintain stable
product quality. LMS Virtual.Lab
Motion and its built-in Visual Basic
tools fulfilled Mazda’s requirements in
a very practical way, and the company
valued the software’s exceptional
usability in preprocessing,
postprocessing and solution
environments. “It is an engineer’s
mission to contribute to the realization
of an affluent society through the use
of technology to develop and supply
high-quality sustainable products,”
says Fumihiro Tokumitsu, specialist,
Integrated Control System
Development Division at Mazda. “In
order to carry out the mission, it is
important that each engineer can
explain the value of their inspiration
and ideas in a quantitative manner.”
All images in this article are
© Mazda Motor Corporation. n
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What’s new in
LMS Test.Lab 16?
A complete solution for test-based engineering,
the newly released version of LMS Test.Lab 16 has
been built to help testing departments handle an
increasing volume of work while getting a higher
return from existing testing facilities.
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LMS Test.Lab has long been known for
providing reliable data acquisition,
quick visualization, powerful analysis,
one-click reporting and data
management, all in a single platform.
Besides the brand-new LMS SCADAS
Satellite data acquisition unit and the
new LMS Test.Lab Jury Testing
software, this new version provides
improvements to LMS Test.Lab
Desktop, LMS Test.Lab Acoustics, LMS
Test.Lab Durability, LMS Test.Lab
Rotating Machinery and LMS Test.Lab
Structures. Let’s take a quick look at
some of the highlights:
Optimizing energy efficiency in
powertrains
Ambitious eco-objectives force
engineers to develop high-end
mechanical technologies and
advanced electronic controls.
However, efficiency improvements are
bound to have an impact on
performance, durability, comfort, NVH
and vice versa. With the new engine
map display functionalities, LMS
Test.Lab 16 enables you to condense
information from multiple parameters
measured for multiple operating
conditions. This intuitive and efficient
analysis and reporting tool allows
powertrain engineers to collect,
evaluate, correlate and share a large
volume of measured performance
attributes. Correlating these
parameters visually at a glance helps
teams come to an agreement on the
optimal powertrain tuning faster.
Creating exceptional sound through
acoustic engineering
The extended aero-acoustic wind
tunnel testing solutions focus on extra
efficient data recording, automated
analysis and reporting. The array data
selection and comparison workbook
provides comparisons of noise source
maps, spectral or time data between
different test configurations in a
straightforward and easily accessible

way. The exterior and interior pass-by
noise testing applications support
several new standards for vehicles and
motorcycles. LMS Test.Lab 16 also
features a series of improvements
dedicated to sound quality. One of the
novelties, LMS Test.Lab Jury Testing, is
an interactive tool made for collecting
subjects’ sound preferences for one
sound or the other and helping sound
designers create stronger, distinctive
brands based on sound perceptions.
Maximizing successful pass-by noise
The exterior and interior pass-by noise
testing applications support several
new test standards for vehicles and
motorcycles, including ISO 362-1:2015.
LMS Smart Pass-by Noise Driver’s Aid is
a must-have to efficiently perform the
numerous complex measurements
required by the new test standards.
This tablet application has been
extended so that the results of the
pass-by noise test can be visible on the
tablet screen. This helps drivers get
quick feedback and take the necessary
actions immediately. More, the multivehicle driving test has been enhanced
to allow several vehicles to drive on
the track at the same time, increasing
the number of tests and validations to
hundreds a day.
Extreme durability
With increasing design optimization
efforts, the precise understanding of
the actual, real loads that affect the
estimated lifecycle of a product is
gaining more and more importance.
Therefore, LMS Test.Lab 16 comes with
a strong offer for durability testing to
identify road loads in a variety of
operating conditions. LMS Test.Lab
Durability Acquisition helps complete
road load data acquisition (RLDA)
measurement campaigns in less time
and with a reduced risk of errors. The
new LMS SCADAS Satellite data
acquisition unit is designed for high
channel count measurement in

extreme testing conditions, saves on
instrumentation time and cabling cost,
improves signal quality and allows for
faster results delivery.
Easy hammer impact for frequency
response functions testing
LMS Test.Lab Impact Testing is
commonly used as a quick
troubleshooting tool. Combined with
LMS SCADAS XS hardware, it is an
ideal tool to acquire frequency
response functions (FRF) for rootcause analysis of excessive vibration,
using modal analysis or transfer path
analysis (TPA) methods. With the new
LMS Test.Lab 16, the user can activate
a 3D geometry feedback display when
performing impact testing.
LMS Test.Lab 16 will guide the user
through a test sequence via
information projected on the test item
geometry, without the need for the
user to interact with the application.
The measurement of an FRF set for a
predefined sequence of impact points
can thus be covered faster and with a
reduced risk for annotation errors.
Fast, reliable noise and vibration
test measurements with LMS
SCADAS XS and Smart Scope 5
LMS SCADAS XS hardware provides the
size, flexibility and measurement
performance for optimal mobility of
test engineers. The LMS Smart ™
Scope 5 tablet application is the ideal
companion for preparation and
validation of data acquired with
LMS SCADAS XS. With just a few
swipes, one has access to a wide range
of display types and layouts, offering
online data viewing, post-run data
validation and signal replay through
the LMS SCADAS 3D binaural headset
or other audio devices.
Thus, effective measurement time in
the field is maximized while
postprocessing is minimized. n
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What you
need to
know about
LMS Test.Lab
Jury Testing
Our decision to buy or not to
buy a product is not only
influenced by how a product
looks and works, but also by
the type of sound it makes.

LMS Test.Lab Jury Testing is easy to use and can be
customized depending on specific testing needs. You can
build a complete listening test by using data measured in
the LMS Test.Lab environment or imported from other
sources.

The sound we hear makes the invisible link between a
product and our perception of reliability, safety and luxury,
for example. Because sound has become such a dominant
commercial criterion and is part of a product’s design
process, we have enriched LMS Test.Lab Acoustic Testing
with LMS Test.Lab Jury Testing. It is an easy-to-use solution
to create, execute and analyze listening tests in order to
gather subjective opinions of the sound and correlate them
to the objective metrics.

Furthermore, the test architect can choose to either attach
pictures to accompany the sounds, use one image for the
full test or not use any visual feedback at all to facilitate a
completely unbiased, purely auditory test. Advanced
options include sound replication, forced answer or
playback order randomization. There is no limitation in the
number of jurors that can participate in a group test.

LMS Test.Lab Jury Testing allows you to conduct listening
tests that efficiently collect essential feedback from your
target customers. By asking a defined audience to listen to
prerecorded sounds and mark their preference, the
software helps companies have a clear view on the
participants’ emotional attachment to one sound or the
other. The collected data helps design a strong, successful
product with its own brand sound that addresses the
category of customers that are more likely to buy it.
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A simple interface allows you to conduct the test in either
group or individual mode. The calculation of concordance
and consistency supports accuracy and quality of analysis
results prior to exporting them for complete statistical
evaluation.

For the recording of high-quality binaural sounds used
during jury testing, LMS SCADAS XS hardware is the ideal
match. Coupled with the LMS SCADAS 3D binaural headset,
it is the perfect tool to acquire sound samples.
Traditional processing and sound quality metrics give you a
broad and detailed image of the sound but do not establish
the connection between customers and their preference in
choosing one product over another. LMS Test.Lab Jury
Testing is the tool that allows you to do just that: listen to
what your customers want. n
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